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Formats used in this guide
[ Brackets ] Indicates a minor tab. A minor tab appears within the main display area of the 6 main tabs.
 This bullet indicates a special area of a screen. Most screens (main tabs) have a number of
segmented areas.
Defined phrases are written in italics and underlined. The first time that a defined phrase is used in this
guide it will be marked this way. You may read the definition for the phrase in the Glossary at the end of
this guide.
‘Buttons’, ‘Fields’ and ‘Check Boxes’ are marked like this.

QuickTime Requirements
Apple’s QuickTime software is used to process graphics in MagicBase® Pro. If you’re using a
Windows-based computer, then you need to have the latest version of QuickTime installed. You may
download a free copy at this link: http://www.apple.com/quicktime/
QuickTime for Windows is distributed on the MagicBase® Pro Installation CD or Flash Drive. If you
purchase MBP as a digital download, then you’ll need to also download a copy of QuickTime.

System Requirements and Recommendations
Macintosh: OS 10.1 or higher. 1.5 GHz processor speed or higher recommended.
Microsoft® Windows: Windows XP™, Windows Vista® or Windows 7®.
2 GHz processor speed or higher recommended.
Microsoft, MSN, and Windows Vista and Windows 7 are trademarks of the Microsoft group of companies.

Screen resolution should be set to at least 1024 x 768.
This book and the MagicBase® Pro software © copyright 2008-2010 by Bob Miller, Inc.
Bob Miller, Inc.
31 9th St. NE
Rochester, MN 55906
www.BobMillerMagic.biz
For Technical Support contact Support@MagicBase.biz
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Introduction
This program is built from the history and past experience of the original MagicBase® Integrated
Marketing System. The original MagicBase® was a very powerful program. It was much more than an
introductory piece of software- as it has some very powerful features that are even beyond the needs of
many performers.
Many of the powerful features in the original MagicBase® have been designed in this new version. But
it is more than just an improvement. MagicBase® Pro is a completely new piece of software. The
programming engine that drives it has been totally redesigned. And so MagicBase® Pro is a complete
redesign also. The interface is completely different, and much more intuitive. Additional features have
been added based on the feedback from many owners of the previous version.
The greatest change, besides the look, is the added Marketing and Advertising Campaign tools. It is now
possible to use MagicBase® from start to finish in developing customers:
Plan a campaign to attract new customers.
Print letters and envelopes right from MagicBase® Pro.
Keep records of all events they hire you for.
Keep a record of all the shows and routines you do for them.
Keep a record of each trick you performed in each show.
Print reports based on customers, income, and more.
Keep in contact with customers with targeted newsletters and ads so they can call you for more
shows. And the cycle continues…

Need Help?
There are many sources available to learn MagicBase® Pro. To get a question answered, check these
sources before emailing Support@MagicBase.biz.
1) This Users Guide has everything about MagicBase® Pro
2) Check the ‘How Do I?’ section at the end of this guide
3) Check these web pages on the MagicBasePro.com site:
/videos2.html – There are many videos of different types: Benefits; Overview; and Instructional
/tutorials2.html – Instructions to download; and online lessons
/resources2.html – Useful downloads, utilities and files
/downloads2.html – Templates and instructions
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Quick Tour
MagicBase® Pro has six main navigation tabs, plus 3 more Utility Screens that are accessed with
buttons on the lower left side of the screen.
To view the Overview Video, go to: http://www.magicbase.biz/MBP/videos/MBP_6MainTabs.mov
Here is a quick overview of the name and purpose of each of these screens:
CUSTOMERS
In Form View, you may see all details for any currently selected customer. This includes contact
information, client history of communication and other events. It also includes what types of
newsletters, and marketing programs that customer subscribed to. In List View, you may see all of the
customers in the currently selected set with one customer listed on each line. The window scrolls as
much as needed to allow you to view them all. Any number of customers can be listed in MagicBase®
Pro
EVENTS
In Form View, you may see all of the details for any currently selected event. The details include things
like the date of the event, the company, the purpose, and financial details. An event could be a single
day or multiple days and include multiple shows. In List View, you can see a line-by-line
(chronological) list of all events for the currently selected set. Any customer may have any number of
events associated with it. But List View can display any number of events from any number of
customers. Once the ‘FIND’ button is clicked, then all of the Events displayed in List View will have a
date associated with them. The List View of the Events Screen is called the All Events Screen. The All
Events Screen allows you to view a selected date range of events.
SHOWS
A show is defined as a single performance at an event. An event could have any number of shows
associated with it and those shows could cover a single day or many days. Some of the included details
are date, time, audience, stage, electricity and other venue information. There is also a link to the
performance record / routines performed in the past for the customer. Like the Events Screen, the List
View for the Shows Screen will display shows for the currently selected set of customers.
ROUTINES
The Form View of the Routines Screen will allow you to see a complete description of any particular
routine selected. Routines are divided into Performance and Collectors. This tab also has access to the
Suppliers page, which is a dynamic web page of MagicBase® Pro advertisers. There is also a List View
for all routines, and for your favorite magic dealers.
REPORTS
The Reports tab covers anything that could be printed: Financial and Marketing reports, and letters,
contracts, envelopes, mailing labels and other mail-merged type of print outs. A key feature of the
Reports screen is that the currently selected set of records may be chosen to appear in a selected report.
The Form View will show stats for the currently selected customer. The List View offers a selection of
reports to print.
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MARKETING
The Marketing tab has four screens. Clicking on the tab will cycle through them. One tab will show the
marketing history for the currently selected customer (Customer View). It shows contact history,
newsletters and advertising campaigns to which the customer is subscribed.
The next tab is the Form View. This screen is used to create and plan a marketing campaign. Select and
describe the elements of the campaign on this screen. The Targeted Marketing Wizard can be accessed
from the Form View. This powerful tool will allow you to clearly target your marketing to a known
number of prospects. The next tab is the List View, which displays all Advertising Campaigns that have
been created. Select one to view details of it.
PREFERENCES
Clicking on the ‘Prefs’ button accesses this utility screen. Preferences Screen controls all of the
background workings of MagicBase® Pro software such as Event Reminders, Warnings, Auto-fill
fields, Importing, etc.
FIND
The Find Screen is used for advanced searches to find a very specific set of records.
HELP
This button will link to online Resources at www.MagicBasePro.com.

‘Q-Balls’ – Question Balls are located at various places throughout MBP. Hover the mouse
over these to see a clarifying message about a screen item.
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Overview
Form View and List View
Each main screen has at least two views: Form and List. Form View shows details of one record only.
The record could be about a Customer, Event, Show, Routine, or Marketing Plan. The List View
displays rows of data. Each row represents one record. Clicking on one of these rows will switch the
display to Form View to display the selected record. So, use Form View to see the details of one record
and use List View to see many records at once.
Also note that MagicBase® Pro software will stay in Form View until you switch to List View by either
clicking on the List/Form button on the left side of the screen, OR by clicking a second time on any
main tab. And, once you’re viewing records in List View, MBP will stay in List View until you click on
one record, or click on the Form/List button, or click on a main tab a second time. So, when you’re in
Form View, every tab you click on will display in Form View. And, when you’re in List View, every tab
you click on will display in List View.
Note: There is one exception to this rule. When navigating from the form view of the Events screen to
the Reports screen, the Reports List view will be displayed. The only way to view the Reports Form
view (aka the Customers View of the Reports Screen), is to click a second time on the Reports tab. This
change was done to speed up navigation from Events to Reports, which is a common action.
Customers  Events  Shows  Routines
Customers are the top level of your records in MagicBase®. You could have any number of customers
listed in MagicBase® Pro. Each customer could have any number of Events. Events are dates that
you’ve been hired to perform at. An Event could cover more than one day, such as a weeklong seminar,
or a county fair. Each Event could have any number of Shows. Shows are the performances that you do.
One Event could have multiple Shows such as Walk-Around Magic during the reception, then a Stage
Show after dinner, and then a Close-Up Show in the Hospitality Suite. Each Show could have a Show
Plan, but doesn’t necessarily have to. But each of these Show Plans will contain a list of Routines.
You can use MagicBase® Pro to record and view information about each of these activities. The first
four tabs in MBP follow this progression. As you move from left to right among these first four tabs (in
Form View), you will be progressively viewing greater details of a customer record. From the
Customers Screen, List View, you may select any customer record. MagicBase® Pro will now display
the customer record on the Customers Screen in Form View so that you can see all the contact details
about the Customer. Then, when you click on the Events tab, you’ll see the details for one of the Events
for that customer displayed in Form View. Then, when you click on the Shows tab, you’ll view one of
the Shows for that Event. Then, when you click on the Show Plans button, you can plan the show by
simply pointing and clicking from the list of tricks. Your complete Trick List can be created on the
Routines tab.
You can have a list of Routines that aren’t associated to any shows or show plans. They are just items
that can be added to a Show Plan. But you can’t have a Show Plan unless it is part of a Show. (Standard
Shows are the exception to this rule- they stand alone, just like Routines. But Standard Shows have not
yet been implemented in this version (3.0.8)) And you can’t have a Show unless it is part of an Event.
And you can’t have an Event unless it is associated to a Customer.
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This means that if you delete a Customer record, then all of the Events and Shows and Show Plans
associated to that Customer also would be deleted. And if you delete an Event, the Shows and Show
Plans will also be deleted. But the Customer record would not be deleted. And if you delete a Show, the
Show Plan will also be deleted but the Event and Customer record would not.
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For example, this customer is ACME Equipment. Let’s say that they’ve already contracted you for a
couple of Events. And you’ve already entered their information into MagicBase® Pro.

The purpose of the Customers Screen is just to list contact details, stats, and notes. Notice that no Events
are listed on this screen. But there is summary of the total income from all events this customer has hired
you for. Clicking on the Events tab will display the events associated with this customer.
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As you can see, on this Events Screen, two events are listed in the Events History box in the lower left
side of the screen. The two events are ‘Company Picnic’ and ‘Christmas Party’. Clicking on one of these
Events from the Event History box will display details on the Events Screen and on the Shows Screen.
Currently the ‘Company Picnic’ event is selected.

The upper right corner displays financial details for the event. The lower right box has tabs for notes.
Notice that the Company and Customer Contact Names also appear on this screen (with green
backgrounds).
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If you just click on the Shows tab, you’ll see the details for the currently selected Event, which in this
example is the Company Picnic. The Shows mini-list in the lower left corner displays all of the Shows
for the currently selected Customer.
Clicking on a show listed in the mini-Show List in the lower left corner of the Shows Screen will display
all of the details for the show on the right side of the screen. In this example, the ‘Basic Show’ is
selected.

By the way, you will decide what each of your shows is called. As in many other places in MagicBase®
Pro, you can type any name into the Show Name field, or you can select names (which you’ve created)
from a clickable menu.
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Here the ‘Balloons’ show has been selected so that all of the details for it are displayed.

Notice that there is a button titled ‘Plan Show’. Clicking on this will allow you to plan the show for the
currently selected show. After it’s planned, the button will be titled ‘View Show’.
The Show Plan uses the tricks and routines that are listed on the Routines tab. But the routines are
independent of any particular customer. You can’t delete the Routines list by deleting customers.
So the hierarchy controls what you see and what will be deleted. If you delete a Show, then the Show
Plans will be deleted. If you delete an Event, then all of the Shows associated with it will be deleted.
And, if you delete a Customer, then all of the Events, and Shows, and Show Plans will also be deleted.
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Reports - Marketing
The last two tabs (Reports and Marketing) contain tools to help you view, analyze and communicate
with any selected set of customer records. A key concept to understand is that these two screens can be
used to manage your entire list of customers OR just a selected sub-set.

A selected sub-set of your customer records is called a Current Action
Set. MBP will always inform you of when you’re working with a Current Action Set. You’ll see the red
words ‘Action Set’ above the browse arrows on each screen. To view all records again, you can simply
click on the red words ‘Action Set’.
The Status Display at the bottom of the screen will also show you if you’re working with a Current
Action Set.
This display shows a Current Action Set
of 10 records out of a possible 1641
customers. 1/10 means that you’re
viewing the first of 10 records in the CAS.

The Record Control Buttons
These buttons are on the left side of the screen and they are available for almost every screen:
Customers, Events, Shows, Routines, Reports and Marketing. They function almost the same on every
screen. But the records that they manipulate will depend on what screen you’re viewing.
FORM/LIST – This will cause the display to switch between Form and List View.
NEW – This will switch the display to Form View (if its in List View) and create a blank
record.
CLONE – This will duplicate the current record. In Form View, clicking the CLONE
button will usually result in a status message appearing after the record is cloned. To
suppress the message (in order to speed up multiple clones of a window), hold down the
Shift key as you click on this button.
DELETE – In Form View, this will delete a single record, but in some List Views this could delete
EVERY RECORD that is currently being displayed. You will be warned about this first and allowed to
cancel the request.
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Menu Controls
Every main tool in MagicBase® Pro can be accessed with on-screen button controls. You will not need
to use the menus very much. But, there are many menu controls that provide access to less common
tools. For a complete description of the Menu Controls, see page 95 at the end of this Users Guide.
There is no ‘Save’ button or menu control. Data is automatically saved periodically.
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The Main Screen Tabs
Customers
The Form View of the Customers Screen:

To see the Customers Screen Form View Video, go to:
http://www.magicbasepro.com/MBP/videos/CustomersScreen.mov
The Form View of the Customers Screen is divided into three main areas: Contact info, Profile data, &
Notes.

 Customer Contact Info
There are two tabs to record a Primary and a Secondary contact. For each contact, these are the available
fields:
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Company
First Name
Last Name
(W) Address / (H) Address / (O) Address - These are selectable labels to identify the type of
address displayed: W- work, H- home, O - other
Address 2
City
State/Province
Postal code
Mailing Label Button: Each of the previously listed fields has a button next to them. This is the
Mailing Label button. Clicking it will alternately add or remove the field from the mailing label. You
may view the mailing label on the Label tab in the Customer Profile section of this screen.
Country
Region
Phone x4 - Click on the Phone Label button next to each field to label it.
Web – There is a ‘Connect’ button next to the web field. Clicking it will cause MagicBase® Pro to
attempt to go online to that web address.
Email x2 - There is a ‘Connect’ button next to each email field. Clicking it will cause MagicBase® Pro
to attempt to open your default email program and start a new blank email to that address.
The Phone, Web, and Email fields have button labels next to them. Select a button label from the
clickable menu. You may also edit the button label choices by selecting ‘Edit’.
 Idea---> So, if you have some fields that you’ll never use for their intended purpose, like Web or
Phone4, then you can re-label the field and use it for anything that you want.

 Customer Profile
This area has four tabs: Stats, Campaigns, and Label, Files & Photos.

[ Stats ]
The purpose of the Stats tab is to give you a quick overview of who the customer is, where the customer
came from, and how long they’ve been your customer.
At the very top of this tab is:
Customer Type - Select the customer type, from the pop-out menu, to describe the current customer.
This list is defined on the Preferences/List Screen.
Next, the top box of the Stats tab has financial information:
Total Potential Income – This is not a modifiable display. This is the total income for all shows that the
customer inquired about, whether or not you were hired for them. The purpose of this is to allow you to
evaluate your sales success by comparing it to the Actual Total Income.
Actual Total Income – This is not a modifiable display. It shows a summary of the total fees that this
customer has paid you. The field is calculated from data on the Events Screen.
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The middle box of the Stats tab displays data about Referrals and Relationships to ads and other
customers.
Response Ad: Enter the initial advertisement (Yellow Pages, newspaper ad, newsletter, or Ad
Campaign, etc.) that this customer responded to.
Referred By: If a person referred the customer to you, enter the person’s name in this field OR if a
previous customer referred the customer to you, then just select that customer’s name from the dropdown scrolling menu.
Related To: Use this field to point out a relationship to another customer. For example, maybe the
current Contact Person used to work at another job where he previously hired you. Or, maybe the
company has a branch office or has had a name change, etc. You can note the connection between the
Customers.
The bottom third of the Stats tab displays calendar data. There are no modifiable fields in this section.
Date Created: MagicBase® Pro will automatically enter the creation date when a record is first created.
This date is used to calculate how long the customer name has been entered in MagicBase® Pro.
Date Modified: This field displays the latest date that any data for the record has been changed.
Customer Time Summary: This calculated field displays the number of days that the current customer
has been listed in MagicBase® Pro. The number of days = Today’s date – Date Created.

[ Campaigns ]
The Campaigns tab has two sections: Campaigns and Newsletters.
Campaigns The top section lists advertising campaigns to which the customer is assigned. Campaigns are defined
and created on the Marketing Screen. Select the Campaign name from the pop-out menu, and then click
on the ‘Add’ button to display it in the ‘Campaign Assignment List’ field.
Selecting a campaign for a customer means that the customer could be included on the mailing and
calling list for this campaign. The customer’s address could be included in the mailing label list for this
campaign. See the ‘Customers in this Campaign’ button on the Marketing Screen for more information
about how to do this.
To remove a campaign from the list, click on the red X next to the campaign name.
Removing the campaign name from the list will un-assign the customer from the advertising campaign.
Newsletters The lower section lists newsletters to which the customer is assigned. Newsletters are defined and
created on the Marketing Screen. Select the Newsletter name from the pop-out menu, and then click on
the ‘Add’ button to display it in the ‘Newsletters Assignment List’ field.
Selecting a newsletter for a customer means that the customer should be on the mailing list for this
newsletter. Unlike Marketing Campaigns, which can automatically detect the customers assigned to it,
Newsletters subscriptions can only be auto-detected if a Marketing Campaign is created for them.
To remove a newsletter from the list, click on the red X next to the campaign name.
Removing the newsletter name from the list will un-assign the customer from the newsletter.
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[ Label ]
The Labels tab has two sections:
Preview Label
Preview what the mailing label will look like for this customer. The mailing label will be used on the
envelopes, and the mailing label report.
Use the label selection buttons next to the Customer Contact section to modify the look of the label.
Click on a Label button next to each field to add or remove the field data from the mailing label.
Categories
‘List1’ and ‘List2’ – These user-definable pop-out menus can be used for categorizing the current
customer. A category can be anything you want. It could be a sub-division of customer types, or showtypes. It could be used to assign different performers to different customers. It could be used to create a
narrow focus for mailing label purposes.
‘Tag1’ and ‘Tag2’ – These check boxes can be used to manually select a set of customers that can’t be
easily selected by one category listing. Go through your customer list and select the customers that you
want. Then you may search on the tag field to create a customized marketing list, mailing labels, or
report. ‘Tag1’ field also displays in List View.

[ Files and Photos ]
Use this tab to link to files outside of MagicBase® Pro that you want to have associated with the current
customer.
‘Customer Photo’ – Click on this button to open a browse window to select a photo from a file on your
computer. The photo will appear in the container field, proportionately adjusted to fit. To remove the
photo, just click on it and hit the Delete key. Note that this Container Field can be used to store any type
of media or a file link. For example, you could insert sound or video. (You must have QuickTime
installed to do this.) Right click into the field and choose from a contextual menu.
See the Instructional Video on the website for more information.
‘FileFolder1’, ‘FileFolder2’ and ‘FileFolder3’ – These are your virtual file folders for the customer.
Use these fields to create a link to any file on your computer. Each ‘FileFolder’ tab can store one link to
a different file.
‘Insert’ – Click on this button to open a browse window to select any file on your computer. The name
of the file will appear in the ‘File’ display field. To erase it, click ONCE to select the field, and then hit
the Delete key. CLICK TWICE to open the file. When you double-click on the name of the file,
MagicBase® Pro will attempt to open the application that is used to display the file. For example, if a
Word™ document has been selected, then double-clicking on the name of the document will open
Word™ and then display the file. The file is not stored in MagicBase® Pro, just the reference to the file.
If the file is moved or deleted, then the link will not function.
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Audio Notes
It is possible to record audio notes in any of the 3 Digital FileFolder link fields, (and in the Ad FileLink
field on the Ad tab of the Form View of the Marketing Screen.) You must have a microphone attached
or installed on your computer to use this. Double
click into the empty FileFolder field to open the
recording controls.
Macintosh: You may record up to a minute in
any of the digital link fields.
Windows: You may record up to 30 seconds in
any of the digital link fields. Audio quality will vary depending on your hardware and system settings.
Your computer must be capable of recording and using these media files. QuickTime is required to
process any media files with MagicBase® Pro. It is a free download at
http://www.apple.com/quicktime/.

 Customer Notes
Use this vertical-scrolling field to record any notes about the customer.
‘Contact’ button – This will cause the ‘Quick Note’ floating window to appear.

Quick Note Window –

This floating window will appear when the ‘Contact’ button is clicked. Use this window to record any
type of communication that you’ve had with the customer.
It has the following fields and buttons:
Action Type – This pop-out menu has a number of choices that describe the type of communication that
is being recorded. Choices are:
First Entry – Use this to record any initial contact made with the customer.
Auto-Responder – Note if they received an automated response from a website.
Email – Select this to record (or paste in) any type of email communication.
Form Letter – Select this to note the form letter that was sent and/or responded to.
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Newsletter – Select this to indicate that a communication occurred by, or because of, a
newsletter that was mailed or emailed.
Personal Letter – Select this to indicate that a personal letter was sent or responded to. You
could paste in the content of the letter in this field. Or you could include a link to the letter using
one of the FileFolder fields on the Files and Photos tab.
Phone Call – Select this to indicate that a phone call was made or received
Company – The company name of the current customer will be automatically added to this field.
Contact Person – The contact person name is automatically added to this field. But you can change the
name.
Time Stamp – The time and date that this Quick Note is created is automatically entered into this field.
Direction – Select ‘In’ to indicate that the customer initiated the communication. Select ‘Out’ to
indicate that the user (you) initiated the communication.
Notes – This unlabeled field is used to record the subject or exact communication. Data can be typed or
pasted in from other applications. It is an expanding field. As data is entered the field gets larger. When
you click outside of the field, it will shrink back to it’s original size.
‘Done’ button – Click this to close the window. Or click on the red ‘X’ in the corner.
Every contact note is saved. You can find the complete contact history for the selected customer on the
Marketing Screen. Click the Marketing tab to select the Current Customer View on the Marketing
Screen. The Customer Contact History is in the upper left corner of the Customer View. (There are four
different Views of the Marketing Screen, unlike the other screens, which only have two views.)
‘Map’ button – This will open a map utility in a web browser within the Customers Screen. The default
map service can be entered on the Web tab of the Preferences Screen. The map will attempt to show the
address that is listed in ‘Address 1’ field. Click on any tab to turn off the map.
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The List View of the Customers Screen:

You may display the List View of the Customers Screen in two ways:
1) Click on the Upper tab of the Customers Screen on the word ‘Customers’.
2) Click on the List button when you’re viewing the Customers Form View screen.
In either case, 20 customer records will be on screen at a time, in List View, with the current customer
record, highlighted at the bottom of the list. (This new addition in version 3.0.8 will allow you to more
easily locate the current customer in a long list of customers.)
The following fields are listed:
‘Tag 1’ checkbox - This checkbox can also be found on the Labels tab.
Use it to mark any random records that you want to find again later.
Or, you can also use it to delete a selected set of records. Check the customers that you want to delete,
and then click on the ‘Delete’ button. You will be given the option of deleting just the tagged customers.
Company Name
Contact Person
City
State
Total Income
‘Delete’ button - Clicking this button will permanently delete the one record on that line. You will be
warned first. If you want to quickly delete some customers without the warning appearing each time,
then hold down the ‘Shift’ key while you click on this ‘Delete’ button.
You may alphabetize the list by clicking on any of these sort tabs. The list will re-sort according to the
selected tab. Clicking on the ‘Total Income’ tab will sort the records from highest to lowest income.
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You may not edit any of the fields (except the ‘Tag 1’ field) from the List View. Clicking on any record
line will switch to the Form View for the selected record.
Use the scroll arrow gadget on the right side of the screen to scroll through the list of records. Or just
click anywhere on the scroll arrow gadget to jump to view the next page of records.
The lower status display will list how many records are in the current set. You may use the Smart Search
field to limit the List view to a set of records that match the words typed into this field. The Smart
Search field searches simultaneously on the Customer Name field and the Contact Name field. If you’re
viewing a subset of all the records, you may view all records again by clicking on the ‘Display All’
button, or by clicking on the red words “Action Set” above the Smart Search field.
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Events
The Form View of the Events Screen:

To see the video of the Events Screen Form View, go to:
http://www.magicbasepro.com/MBP/videos/EventsScreen.mov
The purpose of this screen is to summarize a contracted event or set of shows. An event could be just
one show, or it could be multiple shows. The Event Screen has four sections: Event Information,
Financial Details, Event History, and Notes.

 Event Information
Use this area to summarize the event. This section has the following fields:
Event Name – There are two ways to enter the name of the event: type it in or select it from the pop-out
menu. You may access the pop-out menu by clicking on the arrow icon on the right side of the field.
This is a user-definable field. To edit the field, click on the ‘Event Name’ button. This will open the
Event Name list box. Enter as many different event names as you want into the pop-out menu.
Event Date – There are two ways to enter the date: type it in using the correct form (as defined by your
country) (MM-DD-YYYY for U.S.) or use the date selection gadget on the right side of the screen.
Note that if you have an event listed without a date, you’ll see a warning in the lower display area that
says, “Events without dates will not appear on the Events List View.”
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Company - The name of the company will be automatically entered in this field to match the selected
company name on the Customer Screen.
Contact Name – The contact name will be automatically entered in this field to match the primary
contact name from the Customers Screen.
Entertainment Agency – If you’ve been hired by an entertainment agency, then you may record the
name of it here.
Performer – If you have multiple performers that perform for you, then you may enter the name of the
performer here.
Status – Select the appropriate button to describe the Booking Status of the show, either ‘Booked’,
‘Pending’, ‘No’, or ‘Prospect’. A Prospect is defined as someone who has not inquired about an event
date.
‘View Actions’ button – Click this button to open the Event Actions window.
Event Actions Window:
Event Actions are reminders that are date
activated. Currently you must click on the
View Actions button to be reminded of the
next step to take with a customer. Click the
check box to indicate when an action has
been completed.
The date listed next to the action is a
relative date that is based on the date of the
event, and the Reminder Time programmed
in the Event Actions tab in Preferences.
Once the listed date is reached, the Action
To Do will appear in this list. (To make the
Actions To Do appear as soon as an event
has been booked, use a large number like
‘365 days Before’ on the Actions tab in
Preferences.)
Actions To Do are defined and created on
the Event Actions tab of the Preferences
Screen.
‘Actions to do?’ field is a quick way to
know if you have pending actions to do
without opening up the Action List. It will
automatically change to ‘Yes’ or ‘No’.
Instant Contract – Click this button to go directly to printing a contract for this event. The contract that
will be used (either Standard or Flex) is determined by a setting on the Auto-Fill tab of the Preferences
screen.
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 Financial Details
Use this section to record financial details and to set mileage and agency rates.
This section has two tabs: Financials; and Rates & Fees.

[ Financials ] – This tab has the following fields:
Show Fees – This field is duplicated on the Shows tab. It is not modifiable. Type the Show Fee in on the
Shows Screen. This field is a calculated field based on the totals of all the Shows that are part of the
current Event. It will be calculated from the sum of all the shows.
Agency Fees – This is a calculated field based on the ‘Agency Rate’ field and the AgencyFeeType on
the ‘Rates and Fees’ tab.
Misc. Fees – Anything entered here will be added to the total. Negative numbers will be subtracted.
Mileage – This is a calculated field that is the result of ‘One Way Distance’ x ‘Rate’.
One Way Distance – Enter the distance to the event one way.
Rate – Enter the rate you will charge/mileage (or kilometer).
Discount – Enter the amount of money you will subtract from the show price.
Sub-total – This is a calculated field that equals Show Fees + Agency Fees + Misc. Fees + Mileage –
(minus) Discount.
Taxes – This is a calculated field. The amount is automatically calculated and entered based on your
local tax rate which is listed in the ‘Tax Rate’ field on the Rates and Fees tab.
Total – This is a calculated field that equals ‘Sub-Total’ + ‘Taxes’.
Deposit – This field is also on the ‘Rates & Fees’ tab. The same data appears in each location. Enter the
amount of money that you’re requesting to be sent with the deposit. This field also appears on the
contract. This field is related to the ‘Deposit
Status’ field. If ‘Deposit Status’ is set to ‘unpaid’,
then the numbers in the ‘Deposit’ field are red
otherwise they are black.
Deposit Status – If you’ve received the deposit,
select ‘Paid’. This field is related to the ‘Deposit’
field. If ‘Unpaid’ is selected, then the numbers in
the ‘Deposit’ field will be red.
Amount Due – This is the amount of money yet
to be received. If the deposit has been paid then
this field will list the remaining amount of money
to be paid. If the deposit has not been paid, then
the Amount Due will be the same as the ‘Total’.
This calculated field equals the ‘Total’ minus any deposit paid.
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[ Rates & Fees ] – This tab has the following fields:
Payment Method – This is a drop-down editable menu. Select the payment method.
Deposit – Enter standard amount you require for a deposit. This field will also appear on the contract.
Tax Rate – Enter a number that represents the percentage of your local tax rate. If, for example, it is
5%, enter “.05”. It will be treated as a percentage.
Agency Rate – Enter the amount of money or the percentage that your entertainment agency charges.
Use the AgencyFeeType field to specify what method is being used.
Agency Fee Type – If your agent charges you a flat fee, then select ‘Flat Fee’. If the agency rate is a
percentage of the show fee, then select “%”.

 Event History
This section lists the
total event history for
the current customer.
There are four
columns: Date, Event,
Status, and Fee. It will
list every show, no
matter what the status
is: booked, pending,
or no. If more than
five events are listed, the rest can be viewed using the scroll bars on the right side.

 Notes
There are two notes tabs: Events and Contracts.

[ Event Notes ] – Use this space to record any notes specific to this event.
This is a vertical scrolling field, so it will expand as needed.
‘Event Notes’ button – Click this button to enlarge the Event Notes area.

[ Contract Notes ] – Anything entered here will appear in the notes section
of the Contract report. So, you could use this space to communicate something, on the contract, directly
to the client.
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The List View of the Events Screen: aka “The All Events Screen”

There are two sections to the List View of the Events Screen: The Filters and the List.
The Filters determine what records are listed.
There are two filters at the top of the screen:
Booking Status
Select a Booking Status to view.
All – Clicking on this button will cause records with any booking status to display on this screen as long
as they fall within the currently selected date range.
Booked – Selecting this option will limit the display to only Events that have been booked as long as
they fall within the currently selected date range.
Pending – Selecting this option will limit the display to only Events that are still pending, and have this
option selected on the Events Screen as long as they fall within the currently selected date range.
No – Click on this filter selection to display Events that also have this selected as long as they fall within
the currently selected date range.
Prospect – By definition, a Prospect is a customer that hasn’t inquired about a show. To view only the
prospects click this button. In some cases, a prospect does not have a date attached to the event.
Events without dates:
Events without dates usually don’t show up on the All Events Screen, unless you select ‘All’ for
Booking Status and ‘All’ for Date selection.
Date Status
Use the Date Status filter to restrict records within the selected date range. You can use a Quick Select
button to automatically set the starting and ending dates, or you may individually select them.
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Quick Select Buttons:
‘ALL’ – Clicking this button will automatically display every record in MagicBase® Pro that has a date
associated with it. (It will not display records for records that have no date.) The earliest date to the
latest date will be displayed in the list (as long as they also match the selected Booking Status.)
‘THIS YEAR’ - Clicking this button will automatically display every record for the current year as long
as they also match the currently selected Booking Status.
‘FUTURE’ – Clicking this button will automatically display every record from Today forward as long
as they also match the currently selected Booking Status.
Manually Selecting Dates:
To individually adjust each date, you may type the dates into the beginning and ending date fields (with
format MM/DD/YYYY for U.S.) or you may click in the date field to reveal the date selector icon. Click
the date selector icon to visually select a date.
‘FIND!’ button – After you make your selections with the two filters, then click on this button to see the
results.
‘Action Set’ button – Click on the words ‘Action Set’ above the browse arrows to turn off both filters.
All events (with dates) with any booking status will now display.
The Sort tabs:
There are six sort tabs: ‘Event Date’, ‘Event Name’, ‘Company’, ‘Contact Person’, ‘Booking Status’ and
‘Event Fee’. Click on a tab to sort the entire displayed list alphabetically by that field.
Lower Status Display –
If there are any events that have NO DATE associated with them, then they will not appear in the list
view of the Events Screen. By definition, if there is no date, then it isn’t an event. You may still create
events without dates; they just won’t usually show on this screen.
But the lower status display will warn you of the number of events that you have without dates. You’ll
see a message like “You have 4 events without dates – Find events.” If you click on this message, then
MBP will search for all events without a date. They will become the current action set. You may view
them in Form View by clicking on the forward arrows.
Adding Up Event Totals –
You can get a quick result of all of the event fees on the display with the ADD (+) button. (See picture)
It is on the ‘Event Fees’ sort tab. To use it, first set the Booking Status and Date filters to the desired
range. The ‘Add’ button will work with whatever is displayed on screen. Use it to add up the income for
any time range, or use it to add up the income for all ‘No Events’ or all ‘Pending Events’. To determine
how much money you are earning in a month, set the time range to beginning and ending dates of the
month. Set the Booking Status to ‘Booked’. Then click on the ‘Add’ button.
Note that any time that you make changes to the Booking Status or the Time Range, you will have to
recalculate by clicking on the ‘Add’ button again. The word ‘(recalculate)’ will appear in the lower
status display to remind you that the current sum may not be correct until you click on the ‘Add’ button.
If the ‘Date Range’ tab is the currently selected tab, then it will take two clicks to calculate the currently
selected Events. The first click selects the Show Fee tab and sorts. The second click adds them.
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The Current Action Set and the All Events Screen
The Current Action Set controls and limits what records are shown on each screen. In most cases, if you
do not have a Current Action Set, then you will see all the records on each screen when you’re in List
View. But the All Events Screen is the exception to this rule.
If you are in List View on any screen and you have no Current Action Set (all records are displayed)
then when you go to the All Events Screen (the Events Screen in List View) then you will see a list of
upcoming Events starting with today. In other words, MBP will default to a Current Action Set limited
to all future events starting with today’s date.
The benefit of this is that it will save you a couple of clicks. Your most common activity, when you go
to the List View of the Events Screen, is to see what are your next shows coming up.
A result of this is that a Current Action Set is created that contains the records of all future events. So
when you switch to the Reports Screen in List View, and select ‘Current Action Set’, you will see the
list of customers associated with those shows displayed in certain reports. This allows you to view
further details about these customers, if you wish.
Another benefit of this auto-creation of a Current Set is that it will prevent you from having to always
view lists of shows that you’ve done years ago. Of course, you may always view those old dates, if you
want by changing the date filters. But the All Events Screen defaults to displaying events coming up, if
no Current Action Set exists.
The All Events Screen has a memory of the last search performed on it. If you leave this screen to view
some other records, and then come back to it. In most cases the two filters will have the same settings
they had when you left the screen. So just click on the Find button again to re-display your original
search results.
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[ blank ]
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Shows
The Form View of the Shows Screen:

To see the video of the Shows Screen Form View, go to:
http://www.magicbasepro.com/MBP/videos/ShowsScreen_FormView.mov.
The purpose of this screen is to record all of the details for a show. Note that a single Event may have
multiple Shows but must have at least 1 show. There is also a section on this screen that lists every show
for the currently selected event. You may record any number of shows as part of a single event.

 Show Information
The upper left part of the screen summarizes the contact information. Every field within this box is
duplicated on either the Customers Screen or the Events Screen. The fields are:
Event Name, Event Date, Company Name, Contact Name, Performer, and Status. The light green fields
are not editable.
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 Shows List
Just below the Show Information box is the Shows List. This is a vertical-scrolling list of every show
that is part of the selected event. The Shows List box displays the Show Date, Time, Show Name and
Event Name. Clicking on any of these shows from the list will change the Shows Detail box (on the
right side of the screen) to list all of the details for the selected show.

 Show Details
The right side of the screen is devoted to all of the details for the show. These are the fields listed:
Select Standard Show – This optional field has a
pop-out menu that lists every standard show that has
been saved. Just select a Standard Show Plan in
order to copy it to the current show for the current
customer.
Note: If you select a Standard Show, then the Show
Plan for the Standard Show will be copied over the
current show plan for the customer and the Standard
Show Name will be copied to the Show Name field.
Show Name – If you’re not using a Standard Show
Plan, then just type a name for the customized show
plan that will be planned/used for the current
customer’s event.
Note: A Show Plan will have either a Standard
Show Name or a Custom Name, but in both cases
the Show Name will appear in the Show Name
field.
Show Date – You may type the show date, using
the form MM/DD/YYYY (in the U.S.), or use the
date selection gadget on the right side of the field.
Show Time – Select a time from the pop-out menu,
or just type a time.
Show Type – Select a show type from the pop-out
menu, or just enter a show-type.
Audience Type – Select an audience type from the pop-out menu, or just enter an audience type.
Audience Size – Use this field to record the number of people expected. You may type in a number or
select one from the pop-out menu.
Length – Use this field to record the amount of time planned for the show. You may type in a number or
select one from the pop-out menu.
Location – This is an editable pop-out menu. Either select from a previously entered menu choice, or
edit the menu with new choices, or just type something into the field.
Indoors or Outdoors – Select ‘Inside’ or ‘Outside’ from the editable pop-out menu, or edit the menu
with other options, or just type something into the field.
Sound – Select ‘Yes’ or ‘No’ from the editable pop-out menu, or edit the menu with other options, or
just type something into the field.
Stage – Select ‘Yes’ or ‘No’ from the editable pop-out menu, or edit the menu with other options, or just
type something into the field.
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Electricity – Select ‘Yes’ or ‘No’ from the editable pop-out menu, or edit the menu with other options,
or just type something into the field.
Show Fee – Enter the amount of money you’ll be paid for this specific show. The total of all the shows
will be added to the Event Total field on the Events Screen.
‘Plan Show’ button – Click on this button to switch to the Show Planner Screen. If you’ve already
started a show plan, then this button will be labeled ‘View Show’. See page 37 for more information on
the Show Planner.
‘Categories’ Check Box and Menu – You may use the check box to mark a show that you’d like to
search for later. You may categorize the type of show by selecting a description from the pop-out menu .
Or you may first edit the category list by selecting “edit” from the menu.
‘Post Show Notes’ – Click the button to open this floating window. This is a vertical scrolling field that
you can use to record any notes after the show. Use this space to evaluate how the show went; what the
venue was like; reactions; etc.
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The List View of the Shows Screen aka ‘Standard Shows’:

‘Standard Shows’ are SAVED Show Plans that can be re-used for any customer. Select a Standard Show
to be copied and saved as a show plan for the currently selected Customer’s Show Plan.
This is how to select and use a Standard Show for the currently selected customer and event:
1. If you need to review the contents of a Standard Show Plan, then select the Shows List View, aka
‘The Standard Shows’ screen.
2. Then click on the numbered buttons below the ‘Go’ title to view a Standard Show Plan.
3. After you’ve reviewed the Standard Show Plans, and you know which one you want to use, then
4. Go to the Shows Form View and
5. Select the name of the Standard Show Plan from the pop-out menu titled ‘Select Standard Show’ on
the Shows Screen. Then a copy of the selected Standard Show Plan will be automatically saved as the
show plan for the currently selected customer, event and show.
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Show Planner Screen –

This screen is used to quickly plan a show (Custom or Standard), create a packing list, and calculate the
total time of a show by just pointing and clicking. To get to this screen, click on the ‘Plan Show’ button
on the Shows Screen. To leave this screen, just click on any main tab.
The right side of this screen lists a summary of some of the show details. These show details are
described in the Shows Screen section of this Users Guide. Below this summary is the ‘Print’ button and
the Standard Shows buttons, ‘Create’ and ‘View’. The left side of screen has the show plan list.

 Show Plan List
There are two tabs to the Show Plan list. Both tabs display the Routine Numbers, the Routine Names,
and a Delete button. Tab 1 also lists the Trick Type, the Props, and the Length. Tab 2 has a field to list
preparation required and a field to list number of volunteers required for the routine. Each tab displays a
scrolling list of empty rows that you can use to plan a show of any length. Click on the scroll bar
controls to scroll through the Show Plan. Note that, with a couple of exceptions, the Show Plan screen
will only display the fields. Edit the contents of these fields from the Form View of the Routines Screen.
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[ Type, Props, Length ] Tab
The information recorded on this tab will appear on the printed Show Plan (by pressing the ‘Print Show’
button). You can use the printed Show Plan as a checklist to pack for your show.
Routine Number – You may select any number that you want for the routine. You may even choose the
same number for some routines, which is handy if you have a two-part trick. And you may use these
numbers to re-adjust a routine to a different position. Just assign the routine to the position number that
you want. When you tab out of the field by clicking on the side of the screen, the routines will be sorted
according to their Routine Numbers. Routines without numbers will be sorted to the top of the list.
Routine Name – Click in the Routine Name column to select an invisible pop-out menu . This menu
contains a list of all of the Routines that you’ve entered into MagicBase® Pro. You may not edit the list
from this screen. You can edit the list from the Routines Screen. Whatever routines you’ve listed on the
Routines Screen will appear in this list.
Length - Displays a number to represent the number of minutes that the routine should last. The time for
each routine will be added automatically and the total will be displayed in the lower display area.
‘Delete’ button – Click on this button to immediately erase delete the row.

[ Prep, Volunteers ] Tab
This is additional information that you’ll need in order to plan for your show.
Preparation – This area will display any notes that you need to remind you of preparation required for
the particular routine. This is the one field that can be edited from this screen. Use it to note any special
preparations that are unique to the current show plan.
Volunteers – This field will display the number of volunteers required for the routine. It could display
words like “man”, “woman”, “child”, etc. to remind you of your volunteer requirements. The total
number of volunteers will be displayed in the summary area at the bottom of the screen.
‘Delete’ button – Click on this button to immediately erase everything typed on the row.
‘Show Notes’ button – Click on this button to open the Show Notes pop-up window. This is a floating
window which can be positioned anywhere on the screen. The Show Notes window contains a vertical
scrolling field that you may use to record any notes you want. The top of the Show Notes window also
summarizes which Event, Date, Contact Person and Company the notes are for. Click the ‘Done’ button
to close the window.
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Standard Shows Planner Screen
There are two ways to navigate to the Standard Shows Planner Screen:
1) The Shows tab. While in Form view, click the Shows tab twice. When in List View, only one click
on the Shows tab is required. Standard Shows = List View of Shows Screen.
2) Select to ‘View’ or ‘Create’ a Standard Show from the Standard Shows panel on the lower right
section of the Show Planner Screen.
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The differences between the Show Planner and the Standard Shows
Planner can be seen in the control panel on the right side of the
Show Planner screen. Since a Standard Show is not associated with
any particular customer, most of the details are blank. Only the
Standard Show Name, Show Type, and Audience Type are saved
with a Standard Show.
Create – Click this button to save the current Show Plan as a new
Standard Show. It doesn’t matter whether you’re viewing a custom
show plan for a customer or viewing a Standard Show. Clicking
this button will open the Name Assignment Window (see below) to
allow you to create a new Standard Show Plan.
View – Click to see the List View of all Standard Shows.
Note: In order to use a Standard Show for a customer, you need to
select the name of the Standard Show on the Shows Form View.
See page 34.

Standard Name – Every Standard Show
Plan must have a unique name. There can’t
be two Standard Show Plans with the same
name. To help with this name assignment,
when you first click on the ‘Create’ button,
a time-stamp is placed into the name field.
You may change it to any unique name
that you want.
Show Type – Describe the Show Type to
help you to identify this Standard Show
Plan. Is it ‘Stage’, ‘Close-Up’, or what?
Audience Type – Who is the intended
audience: kids, adults, families, or whom?
These three identifiers will be saved with each Standard Show Plan.
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How to Print a Show Plan
Click on the ‘Show Plan’ button (on the Shows Screen) to print a show. Note that when the Print
dialogue box appears, you may need to select the ‘Filemaker Pro’ menu item and change one setting.
You must choose ‘Records Being Browsed’ for the Show Planner to print all of your routines. If you
don’t, only the first routine will be printed.
This is what the print dialogue box selector may look like. Choose ‘Records being browsed’ to print
your show plan.

 Secret Tip: Adding Temporary Notes to a Show Plan
After you’ve selected your routines, you can add some notes in the Prep field. These notes will be
printed with your show plan but they will not be saved with it. To use this feature, click on the ‘Prep,
Volunteers’ tab. Click into the Prep space for the routine that you want to add additional notes to. Type
whatever you want.
This is a good time to type notes specific to this show. For example, if the customer has indicated that
they want to have one certain person assist with a routine, you can type it in here. Remember that to save
information in the Prep field, you’ll need to choose this routine from the Routines tab and edit the
information there.
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Routines
The Routines Screen has multiple uses: Keep track of all of your Performance Routines, keep track of all
of your Collectors Routines, and view a list of Suppliers.

The Form View of the Routines Screen
To see a video of the Routines Screen Form View, go to:
http://www.magicbasepro.com/MBP/videos/RoutinesScreen.mov .
In Form View, MBP will default to showing you a single Performance Routine. But you may view the
details of a Collectors Routine by clicking on the Collectors button. Or you may view the MBP
Recommended Suppliers by clicking on the Suppliers Button.

Performance Routines

This screen has two sections. On the left is an area to describe the routine. Most of the fields in this
section are used on the Show Planner Screen. They will help to describe the performance requirements
and features of the routine. The second section, on the right side of the screen, is for describing
miscellaneous details of the routine, including a container field for displaying an image or video of the
routine, if you have one.
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Routine Description Section
Name – Enter the name of the routine. This will be used on the Show Planner Screen.
Type – This is a pop-out menu that may contain a list of different trick-types such as ‘manipulation’,
‘vanish’, ‘comedy’, or whatever descriptions you choose to use. This information will also appear on the
Show Planner Screen.
Length – Enter the amount of time, in minutes, for the routine. This information will be used on the
Show Planner Screen.
Volunteers – Enter the number of volunteers required for the routine. This information will be used on
the Show Planner Screen.
Venue – Click on one of the radio selection buttons to describe the size of the venue most appropriate
for the routine.
 Secret Tip: Some tricks could be used in multiple venues like Close-Up and Parlor. To choose
multiple radio button selections, hold down the Shift key while you click on any number of buttons.
Props – Use this note field to describe all the props needed for the routine. This information will be used
on the Show Planner Screen to create a packing list of items.
Set-up – Use this note field to describe any preparations that need to be done before the show. This
information will appear on the Show Planner Screen.
Other Details Section
Collectors button – Click this button to show your Collectors Routines.
Suppliers button – Click this to go online to the MBP Recommended Suppliers web page.
Photo – Keep a photo of the trick here. This field is container field. It may hold a photo, or a sound or a
video file. To insert a photo (only), click on the ‘Insert’ button to open a browse window to select the
file. To insert any type of file, such as an audio or video file, click into the field and then use the ‘Insert’
menu to select ‘Picture’, ‘Sound’, ‘Video’ or ‘File’. To remove the file from the container field, just
click into the field and hit the ‘Delete’ key.
Source – Use this field to remind you of where you learned or bought the trick. You could enter the
name of a book or DVD that you learned it from. Or you may enter a web address of where you got it.
Price – Just enter a number, no monetary notation.
Notes – This is an expanding field. Type as much as you want into it.
‘Import Routines’ button – Clicking this will open a special Import Window that will allow you to
select and import a list of tricks from another database into MBP. The tricks will have to be first
exported from the other program in a tab-delimited format.
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Collectors Routines

Description and Condition Section
These fields are for describing the prop and the condition it is in:
Name – Enter the name of the prop.
Description – Describe the prop. This is an expanding field.
Condition – Describe the condition of the prop.
Originality – Select from two choices; ‘Original’ and ‘Duplicate’.
Venue – Select the usual performance venue for this prop/routine: Close-Up, Parlor, Stage, Other.
Type – Select the type of prop from a pop-out menu of different categories. You may also define more
categories by selecting ‘Edit’.
Value Tabs:
[ Prop Value ] tab
Original Price – Enter the original (first) sale price, if known.
Price Paid – Enter the price you paid for the prop.
Estimated Value – Enter the estimated market value.
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[ Collection Value ] tab
Collection Total Original Price – This is a calculation field that equals the sum of the prices your paid
for all of your collector props.
Total Estimated Value – This is a calculation field that equals the sum of the Estimated Value of all of
your collector props. In other words, what your whole collection is worth.
Misc. Notes – Enter any other notes about the prop. This is an expanding field.
Other Details section
The fields on the right side of the screen are for some other miscellaneous details:
‘Performance’ button – Click this button to switch to the Performance Routines Screen.
‘Suppliers’ button – Click this button to switch to the Recommended Suppliers web page. You will
need internet access to view these recommended suppliers.
Photo – Click on the photo label button to open a browse selection window. Use this window to select
the location of the file photo of the prop. It will be shrunk down to fit this container field. You can also
insert a video into this field (only using the ‘Insert’ menu).
Previous Owners – Use this expanding field to list all known previous owners.
Categories – Select a category that the prop belongs to. You may define the categories in this pop-out
menu by choosing ‘Edit’.
Performance Usage button. – Select if you’d like to list the prop as available or not for actual
performances.

Suppliers Screen
There are three screens related to suppliers in MagicBase® Pro:
1. Recommended Dealers. Get to this page from the Form View of the Routines Screen. Click on the
‘Suppliers’ button.
Recommended Dealers page is an active online webpage. You must have Internet access to view this
page. These are banner ads from a number of MagicBase® Pro Recommended Suppliers. Clicking on
any banner ad will take you to that Supplier’s or Dealer’s web page. Use this feature to quickly find and
order props or supplies that you need. These are trusted dealers. Please support them.
2. Suppliers List View. Get to this page from the List View of the Routines Screen. See the next section
for more information.
3. Suppliers Data Entry Screen. Get to this page from the Suppliers tab of the List View of the
Routines Screen. Click on any suppliers entry to switch to the data entry screen. Only the supplier’s
name has a hot link to the data entry page. The other fields are editable. See the next section for more
information.
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The List View of the Routines Screen

The purpose of this screen is to view lists, descriptions and sources for your routines. There are three
main tabs on this screen: Performance Routines, Collectors Items, and Suppliers. Any number of
routines (or suppliers) may be listed on this screen.

[ Performance Routines ] tab
The purpose of this tab is to display a list of all the routines that you perform. All of the fields are
display-only. To edit them, click on the name of the routine to switch to Form View.
There are two sub-tabs: Main, and Details.

[ Main: ]
There are six columns of fields: Name of Routine, Type of Routine, Props Needed, Setup Instructions,
Volunteers, and Length. All of these fields are displayed on the Show Planner packing list screen. There
is also a delete button on each row.
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[ Details: ]
There are five columns of fields: Name of Routine, Price Paid, Source of Routine, Notes, and Photo on
File. There is also a Delete button on each row.
Source of Routine – If you enter a web address in this field in a form like www.BobMillerMagic.biz,
then it becomes a hyperlink. Click on it to go to the website. This is an easy way to re-order supplies that
you use regularly.
Photo on File – If you insert a photo into the container field on the Form View of the Routines Screen,
then this field will display ‘Yes’.
Click on any Trick Name to switch to the Form View. You may also switch to Form View by clicking
on the Form button.

[ Collectors Routines ] tab
The purpose of this tab is to display a list of routines or props that have historic value. There are six
columns of fields: Routine Name, Description, Original Price, Price Paid, Current Value, and Notes.
This list view just displays the fields. You can edit the fields and enter data from the Form View. Click
on the ‘Form’ record display button to change the view, or click on the Name of the Routine to view that
routine in Form View.

[ Suppliers ] tab
The purpose of this screen is to keep an alphabetized list of your most popular magic dealers. You may
add as many as you wish. There are four columns of fields: Name, Web Address, email address, and
phone number. Click on the New button or click on a supplier to switch to a data entry screen for the
Suppliers.
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Suppliers Data Entry View
The Form View for the Suppliers currently has only three fields: Name, Web address, and notes. Type
any information into these fields. The newly added supplier will appear on the Suppliers tab of the List
View of the Routines Screen. The only way to view this screen is to first view the Suppliers List View,
then click on any supplier to switch to the Data Entry Screen for that supplier. From the Suppliers Data
Entry Screen, you may click on the tab to switch to the Form View of the Performance Routines, or
click on the ‘Collectors’ button to switch to the Form View of the Collectors Routines.
When a web address is entered
in the ‘Web’ field, then the
‘View Online’ button will
function. Click it to go to the
Supplier’s web page.
Use the ‘Notes’ field for
anything that you want to list
about the supplier. For
example, you could list the
props or supplies that you buy
or bought from this particular
dealer.
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[ blank ]
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Reports
The Reports screen is for creating displays or printouts of your data, whether they are financial,
customized searches or other types of reports. This is also the screen for printing contracts, envelopes,
customer cards and other mail-merge printouts.

The Form View of the Reports Screen a.k.a. The Customer View

To see a video of the Reports Screen Form View, go to:
http://www.magicbasepro.com/MBP/videos/ReportsScreen.mov.
The Form View will display detailed stats and information about the currently selected customer. The
customer’s name appears at the top. Below that are three sections: Stats, File Folders, and Longevity.

 Stats
This section shows the Company Name, the Contact Name, the Total # of Events associated with this
customer, the Total Event Fees you got paid from them, and your Booking Ratio for this customer.
Booking Ratio is defined as Total Events booked divided by the Total Events associated with the
customer. In other words, if they called you about two events, and booked you for one of them, then
your booking ratio is 50%.
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 Files
Use these 3 mini-file folders to link to other files on your computer. These three fields are duplicates of
the File Folder fields on the Customers Screen. To add a link to a file, click on the ‘Insert’ button. A
browse window will open to allow you to find a file on your computer. When selected, a link to the file
will appear in this field. To view any files that are linked in the field, just double click on the file name.
MBP will attempt to run the program that created the file and open the file with that program. If the
location of the file has been changed, then MBP will not be able to open the file. To delete the link, click
in the field and hit the ‘Delete’ key.

 Events
This mini-display will list all events recorded for the current customer. It is a scrolling field. Eight
events can be viewed without using the scroll arrows.

 Longevity
This section measures how long the customer record has been in MBP. It is a display-only field. Two
dates are displayed: the date the record was created, and the last time that the record has been modified.
There is a calculation display to show you how many days the record has been in MBP.
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The List View of the Reports Screen

See a video about the List View of the Reports Screen at:
http://www.magicbasepro.com/MBP/videos/ReportsScreen.mov
Click on the Reports tab to switch to List View. Alternatively, you could click on the Form/List records
button. There are three sections on the List View of the Reports tab: Action Set selection buttons,
Selection Type buttons, and Reports List window.
(Reports will only be listed here if you have customers recorded in MBP. If your MBP is empty, no
reports will appear here.)

 Action Type buttons
The Action type buttons will control WHICH CUSTOMERS are included in the reports. These buttons
interact with the results of the Selection Type buttons to control WHAT DATA is included in the
reports.
Current Customer – Select this Action Set to only see data for the currently selected customer. The
currently selected customer is the one that is on the Form View of the Customer tab. Use this selection
when you want to print envelopes or letterhead for just one customer.
Current Action Set – The Current Action Set is defined as the set of records that were found as a result
of the last search. It will usually be a subset of all of the customers.
All Customers – Select this action set to include EVERY CUSTOMER in the selected report.
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 Selection Type buttons
The Selection Type buttons will control WHAT DATA is displayed on the reports. These buttons
interact with the Action Set buttons to control WHICH CUSTOMERS are included in the reports.
Contracts – This includes contracts, letterheads, envelopes, and other types of mail-merged
correspondence.
Customers – This includes your customer lists organized by city, event, show types, state, year, and
more.
Events – This includes your events listed by audience types, customer, show type, year, etc.
Income – See your income itemized by many different categories.
Marketing - TBA
Routines – See different listings of your routines.
Shows – Currently there is one show report: Shows by Customer Detail.
Stats - TBA

 Reports List window
Clicking on the Selection Type buttons will determine what reports are displayed. There are many
different reports; some are financial reports, some are informational. The Contracts list includes all
printed correspondence such as contracts, letters, envelopes, etc. And it also includes the Customer Info
card, which can be printed with a summary of show information.
To view or print a report, just click on it.
Report Type - specifies the controlling category of the report, such as Events or Customers. Then the
report may be further sub-divided.
Report Name - describes the secondary category that a report is sorted on. For example “Customers by
City” means that each of your customers will be listed under the city they’re from.
Report SubType – For reports other than Contracts, there are two sub-types: Detail or Summary.
Summary usually presents an aggregate result listed in one single row. The Detail report will take as
much space as needed to print all details of the category.
For Contract reports, the two SubTypes are Customers and Events. If a report has a subtype of Events,
then it can refer to an event using a merge field. For example, the FlexContract or Standard Contract
obviously refer to one particular event so if you insert an Event merge field into the report (such as
‘Event Name’, or ‘Event Fee’), it will accurately display the value in the representative field accurately.
But some reports cannot refer to any particular event. Those are listed with a SubType of Customers.
For example, the envelope has a SubType of Customers because it isn’t Event-Specific. And the
FlexLetter3 is not Event-Specific. Since you can print and merge data from many customers at once
using this report, it cannot refer to any one event for each customer.
Note on printing: Although the ‘Current Action Set’ button may be selected when you print your
report, there is one more selector which controls the final printout. It is found on the Print control box
from your computer system. Select the ‘Filemaker’ drop –down menu and choose ‘Records Being
Browsed’ whenever you print a Financial or Marketing report. See the next page for more information.
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Printing Reports
Although the Action Type buttons control which set of customers should be included in the report, there
is one more selector that also controls the number of records that actually get printed. That selector is in
the Print dialogue box that appears just before your report is sent to the printer. When you click on any
print button in MBP, usually the first printer dialogue box that appears is called ‘Page Setup’. It is used
to select the size of paper you’ll print to, and some other options. The next window may simply be
called ‘Print’. There is a menu button on this dialogue box that has a number of different choices. One of
them is called ‘Filemaker’. (Filemaker Developer is the programming environment that was used to
create MBP.) When you select that option, this window will display (examples from Windows and
Mac):
Your actual printer dialogue boxes may look
different because they are a function of your
operating system, not MBP.
If you want to print to just one customer, (the
selected customer), then choose ‘Current
Record’. If you want to print to an Action Set
or All Customers, then choose ‘Records being
browsed.’

If it ever seems like a report isn’t including all of your selected customers, then check this dialogue box.
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The Print Palette for Marketing and Financial Reports
This is a control window that will appear whenever you print a financial or marketing report. (The
FlexContract, Standard Contract, Envelope, Referral Form, Thank-You Note, Invoice and the
FlexLetterhead have their own controllers.)

The control buttons are: Print, Preview, Edit, Home, End, Page Up, and Page Down.
Print – This sends the reports to your printer.
Preview- See what the report will look like before it’s sent to printer. This feature is only implemented
in the some of the reports listed under Contracts.
Edit- If you’re printing a contract or letterhead, then click this button to edit the report in the preview
window. The financial and marketing reports are not editable.
Home – Jump to the top of a multi-page report. This button only functions for editable reports.
End – Jump to the bottom of a multi-page report. This button only functions for editable reports.
Page Up – Move up one page of a multi-page report in preview. This button only functions for editable
reports.
Page Down – Move down one page of a multi-page report in preview. This button only functions for
editable reports.
Close – Close the print palette and the report preview window. Ends a print session.
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Report Options
There are over 25 different reports that can be printed. They are divided into the following categories:
Contracts, Customers, Events, Income, Marketing, Routines, Shows, and Stats.

Contracts
In MagicBase® Pro terminology, a ‘contract’ is a report category for any type of correspondence to the
customer, or other printed material relating to a single event. This category includes envelopes,
contracts, customer card, letterhead, labels, referral form and Thank-You notes.

Business Envelope
The envelope printing function always works with the current action set. If you have one customer
selected, it will just print that one. If you have many customers selected, it will print to all in the set.
The customer’s address is printed in the address section and your address (from Preferences/Business
Info) is printed in the return
address area. If you’ve pre-loaded
a logo into your Business Info,
then that will also be printed.
Notes entered into the Envelope
Notes area from Prefs/Business
Info will be printed under the
return address area. Nothing on
this report is editable from this
screen. See a video about the
External Envelopes Notes at this
link:
http://www.magicbasepro.com/MBP/videos2.html - Instruct
You can use the Business Envelope report to print to one customer, a current action set, or all customers.
The Envelope Printing Controller has five
buttons:
Print Setup – Opens your computer systems
Page Setup controls. It may or may not retain
your selected settings. If it doesn’t remember
them, then you’ll need to select the correct
envelope size each time that you print.
Print – This will first open your Page Setup
dialogue box from your system. Then it will
open your print controls and send it to the
printer.
Page Up and Page Down – Click these
buttons to preview the envelopes before printing.
Close – Click to close both the preview and the controller windows.
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Standard Contract

This is a pre-made contract for you to use. It is not as editable as the FlexContract, but you can still
make some changes to it. It uses the standard Print Palette (unlike the FlexContract which has it’s own
Controller.)
There are two sections: the header and the text body field.
HEADER
Nothing in the header can be directly altered from this screen. Your installed logo (listed on the
Preferences Screen) will appear at the top, left side of the contract. Your company name will appear at
the top of the contract in large letters, if you have entered this information on the Business Info tab of
the Preferences Screen.
TEXT BODY
The text body field is one large text field that you can type or paste into. You may type in any text that
you want, to alter the look of your contract. And you can format the regular text in the contract using the
Format menu. However, the Merge Fields (data fields) are pre-programmed. So you can’t change them.
(Actually, you won’t even be able to see the merge fields, only the data that replaces the merge fields.)
Note that the Standard Contract will print just the currently selected customer and event. It will not print
to more than one customer at a time. So you must first choose the customer, from the Customers Screen;
and the event, from the Events Screen; then go to the Reports Screen and select the Standard Contract.
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Or, alternatively, if you have ‘Standard Contract’ selected as the Instant Contract option, on the AutoFill tab of the Preferences screen, then you can quickly print a standard contract by clicking on the
‘Instant Contract’ button on the Events Screen.
Three merge fields on the Standard Contract are not from the Customer or Event Data. They are ‘Special
Notes 1, 2, & 3’. These are found on the Preferences Screen, on the Auto Fill Options tab. The data in
these three fields will be merged into Standard Contract 1 after each of these titles:
“Other Expectations and Agreements” – Special Notes 1 will be merged under this title.
“Promotional Requirements” – Special Notes 2 will be merged under this title.
“Additional Terms & Conditions” – Special Notes 3 will be merged under this title.
If you don’t need these fields, then you can simply delete the text from the Standard Contract.

The Print Palette for Other Contracts
This Print Palette is used for
the Standard Contract,
Customer Card, Referral Form,
Thank-you Note, and Invoice.
Note that, when printing a
document in MagicBase® Pro,
this is one of the rare occasions
where there will be two
windows open. So it will
always take two clicks to
activate a button, because the
first click just selects the
window.
Print Setup – Click to open up
the printer controller on your
operating system.
Page Up and Page Down – Click to move a long document up or down to view it.
Print View – There are two Views or Modes for a document. Use the Print View to convert all of the
merge fields to the data they will display. Print view will give you a preview of what the final printed
document should look like.
Edit View – Click this button to display the document in editable form. You’ll see all of the merge
fields, but not their data displayed.
Print – Click to print. This will usually first open the Print Setup window on your operating system, and
then the Print window.
Email – This is a Print to Email option. It only functions with two documents: Standard Contract and
Referral Form. The Contract or Referral form will be converted to a plain text email and the default
email browser will be opened. Clicking this will open an Email Header window that you can use to
insert customized instructions or notes.
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Print Standard Contract to email

The format for the Standard Contract email is:
First is a header with your contact information.
Next, the customized email header message that you just typed into the email header message window.
Next, there is the content of the Standard Contract in plain text format.
Of course, once the email has been generated, you may edit it or add an attachment, if you want.
Note that MagicBase® Pro will attempt to use whatever email program is set as your default program in
your operating system. If you wish to use a different email program, you should list it as your default
email in your operating system.
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Customer Card
This 4”x6” postcard is useful for
taking with you to an event. It
gives a mini-summary of the event
and shows. It has the customer’s
contact information on it. The first
few lines from the Event Notes
also appear at the bottom of the
card. This is a good place to write
in directions. (Or you can print a
map using the Map feature on the
Customers Screen.)
You may only print an event card
for the currently selected customer,
not an entire action set.

Letterhead 1
This report is for printing individual letters. It has no mail-merge features. Just use it when you want to
type up a letter.
It has two sections: The Header, and the text body.
The Header
This part is not editable from the Letterhead 1 layout. There is a logo field on the left. To the right of
that are (invisible) merge fields for your contact information. Your contact information that you enter in
the Business Info tab of the Preferences screen will appear here. If you leave some fields blank on the
Preferences screen, they will be blank here.
The Body
This is one large text field that you can use to type your letter. In order to type into this field, you need
to click on the ‘Edit’ button on the Print Palette window. (Note: Since this is one of those rare occasions
when two windows are open simultaneously in MBP, you will need to click twice- once to activate the
window, and once to activate the button.) Use the Format menu options to design the text any way that
you want.
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The FlexContract

Unlike the Standard Contract, The FlexContract is totally customizable. The FlexContract screen uses
two windows that are open at the same time: The Contract and the Creator. Since this is one of those
rare occasions where two windows are open at once, it may take two clicks to activate a button or field,
if you’re switching between the windows: one click to activate the window, and another to activate the
field or button.
Note that, like the Standard Contract, this report may only be used for one customer at a time- the
currently selected customer. (The customer displayed in Form View of the Customers Screen.)

The Contract
The Contract has three parts: The Header has 4 container fields for displaying your logo in various
positions, and there is a fifth logo container field behind the Body Text Field. The Body is a large text
field that you can type, or copy and paste text into, and format as you wish. This is also the place where
all of the Merge Fields are inserted. The Signature Box at the bottom will display your signature (or
whatever graphic you’ve loaded into the Signature field.)
The Logo Header Part:
One of any of the five logo container fields can be selected to display the logo. The top four container
fields are Left, Center, Large Center, and Right, The Left, Center, and Right fields are all the same size.
Any logo inserted into one of these fields will be proportionally shrunk to fit the field. If you have a
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large, wide logo, you may want to choose the Large Center field. It is almost the width of the page. The
final logo field is behind the body text. It will display a “watermark” of the logo. The logo will be nearly
as big as the page, but very faded so that text printed over the top of it can be seen.
 Secret Tip: Although the container fields on the contract are designed to hold a graphic image, you
can also paste in text. You can even paste in text into a field with a graphic. However, you will not be
able to format the text.
The Body Text:
This field is only for text. It covers most of the page. You may type or paste it in. (Before editing this
field, you must be in edit mode. Click on the ‘Flex View’ button on the controller.
Any text in this field can be formatted any way that you want. Use the selections under the Format Menu
to design your text. You can even create the contract in a word processing program and copy and paste it
into the body text field.
The body text field can also have Merge Fields typed, inserted or pasted in. Use the Merge Field
Selectors on the FlexContract Creator window to insert accurately typed merge fields. Just click in the
FlexContract to place the curser where you want the merge field to appear. When you click on any of the
‘Insert’ buttons on the FlexContract Creator window, the selected merge field will be inserted. Merge
fields will display data from their respective fields from your customer records when you click on
‘Preview Contract’ on the FlexContract Creator window. If you don’t enter Merge fields on the contract,
then every contract will look the same, no matter what customer or event is selected.
All editing is done in Flex View. You can’t edit the contract in Preview mode.
 Secret Tip: If a merge field doesn’t seem to be working – that is, it doesn’t preview the data in the
field, try adding a space in front of, or after, the field. If a letter or other character is touching a merge
field, it may not function.
The FlexContract could print on any sized paper or multiple pages. If a field represented by a merge
field is empty, nothing will be printed, and the text below it will slide upward when you print. Use your
computer’s Print Preview feature to see what your printed FlexContract will look like.
The Signature field:
You may select one of three container fields to display your signature. The fields are at the bottom of the
FlexContract. If the Body Text field is not filled with text, then the empty lines will compress when
printed and the signature will slide upward.
The signature fields are Left, Center, and Right. The Left and Right fields are the same size. The Center
field is slightly larger. You select which field will display your signature using the Signature Selector on
the FlexContract Creator window. In order to use this feature, you will first have to select and save your
signature. Do this on the ‘Business Info’ tab of the Preferences Screen.
 Secret Tip: You can insert any graphic image into the signature field. So, if you want to have a miniimage of a logo, or your picture, at the bottom of the contract, then just insert it into the logo field found
on the Preferences Screen.
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The FlexContract Creator
The FlexContract Creator has three sections: The Control Buttons, The Merge Fields Selectors, and The
Event Selector.

 The Control Buttons
Print Contract
This will switch the Contract
window to Preview mode, and
send the results to the printer.
Restore Default
There is a default contract
permanently saved in MBP. So
if you can’t create your own
FlexContract, just click on this
button to use the default
contract.
Page Up and Page Down
A quick way to move the contract to view the top or bottom of it.
Save Custom Flex
When you create your own FlexContract, you may save it by clicking on this button.
Restore Custom Flex
Click this button to erase the currently displayed contract and show your Custom Flex Contract.
Preview Contract
Click on this button to see a preview of the contract with all of the merge fields filled in with their data.
This will give you a close approximation of what the contract will look like when it’s printed. Preview is
only for display. You can’t edit in Preview mode.
Flex View
Click on this button to display the contract with all of the merge fields in view. This is the mode to select
to edit the contract. You can format all of the text any way that you want, including the merge fields,
using the format menu. When the data is previewed it will take on the format of the merge fields. (i.e. If
the merge field is set to red, then the text data will display in red.)

 The Merge Fields Selectors
The purpose of the Merge Field Selector is to allow you to easily insert merge fields into your
FlexContract. If you want, you can type or paste in the names of merge fields yourself, without using
this selector. You can type your FlexContract from within MBP, or you can create your FlexContract on
any word processing program. You’ll have to manually type the merge fields so that they will function.
One misspelling, and they won’t work. That is why it is recommended that you use these selectors.
But, in order to manually type them, you’ll have to know what fields are available and how they are
spelled. To assist you in this, you may download the FlexContract Merge Fields document. It can be
found on the Resources page of MagicBasePro.com. Here is the link:
http://www.magicbasepro.com/MBP/resources2.html.
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To insert the merge fields using this selector, first click on the contract to insert the curser where you’d
like the merge field to be. Then select the desired merge field so that it displays on the menu, and click
on the ‘Insert’ button.
My Information
The fields in this pop-out menu come
from the Business Info tab on the
Preferences Screen. If you change the
data in the Preferences Screen, then it
will change what is inserted into the
merge fields that this selector creates.
These are the fields that can be
inserted from this selector:
My Company, My Full Name, My
Stage Name, My Tagline, Event
Performer, My Address, My CityState-Postal Code, My Phone1, My
Phone2, My Phone3, My Phone4, My
Email1, My Email2, My Web
Address, and My Government ID#.
Customer Info
The fields in this pop-out menu come from the Customers Screen Primary Contact area.
The fields that can be inserted from this selector are: Company Name, Contact Person, Address Line 1,
Address Line 2, City, State, Postal Code, Email1, Email2, Web, Phone 1, Phone Label 1, Phone 2,
Phone Label 2, Phone 3, Phone Label 3, Phone 4, and Phone Label 4.
Event Info
The fields in this pop-out menu come from the Events and Shows Screen. The fields are: Event Name,
Event Date, Show Date, Audience Size, Audience Type, Electricity, Inside or Outside, Sound, Stage,
Show Length, Show Locale, Show Name, Show Time, Show Type.
Financial Info
The fields in this pop-out menu come from Financials tab of the Events Screen.
The fields on this selector are: Deposit, Discount, Distance, Other Fees, Show Fee, Travel Fee, Travel
Rate and Grand Total.
Special Items
List 1, List 2 – These fields come from the Label tab on the Customers Screen.
Contract Notes – This comes from the Events Screen.
Contract Turn-Around – This field is found on the Preferences Screen, on the Auto Fill Options tab.
Current Date and Day of Week
Special Terms 1, 2, 3 - These fields are found on the Auto Fill Options tab in Preferences.

Logo
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There are six choices: Left, Center, Right, Large Center, Watermark, and No Logo. All of the logo
positions are at the top of the FlexContract, except for Watermark, which sets a large faded image of the
logo behind the text. It covers most of the screen. In order for this feature to work, you have to have
loaded your logo into the ‘Logo’ field on the Business Info tab of the Preferences screen.
 Secret Tip: You could use one logo for the FlexContract and a completely different logo for the
Standard contract. Since the Standard contract will not save a logo, you must first load a logo into the
FlexContract. Use the ‘Insert Logo’ button on the Business tab of the Preferences screen to locate the
logo that you want to use in your FlexContract. Once it’s loaded into the field on the Preferences screen,
switch to the FlexContract screen and insert the logo wherever you want on your FlexContract. Then go
back to the Business Info tab on the Preferences screen and select a different logo for the Standard
contract. This last logo selected will also appear on all envelopes and other printed reports.
Signature
There are four choices: Left, Center, Right, and No Signature. Although the signature field is all the way
at the bottom of a legal-sized page, if the area above the signature is blank, it will slide upward.
In order for this feature to work, you have to have previously loaded your signature (or whatever) into
the ‘Signature’ field on the Business Info tab of the Preferences screen.

 The Event Selector

All of the Events for the currently selected customer will be listed in this display. It is a scrolling display
and will accommodate any number of events. Click on an event name to have it previewed in the
FlexContract. It will update immediately.
‘Close’ button
Click this button (the red ‘X’ in the upper right corner) to close both the Creator window and the
Contract window.
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The FlexLetterhead 3
Unlike the FlexContract, the
FlexLetterhead can print letters to
multiple customers at once. (That is why
the subtitle of the controller says
‘Customers View’.) This report uses the
Current Action Set. If you have any
number of customers selected, it will
print to them all, inserting their specific
information into the merge fields. So
this report is a great choice for printing
bulk letters and newsletters.
It has a slightly different Flex Creator
window than the FlexContract.
You’ll notice that there are no Eventspecific Insert buttons. This letterhead
isn’t designed to refer to specific events
for a customer.
You may use the ‘Insert’ buttons to
insert merge fields into the letter. The
merge fields will be converted to the
specific data found on each customer’s
record. If there is no data in a particular
field, then the merge field will simply
become a blank space in the letter.
Printing Customer-Specific
Letters
You can create a letter that
addresses each person
personally. You can insert
each person’s name, address
and other information into a
letter. You can even have the
date inserted automatically.
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You could also create a customized letter with FlexLetterhead 3 that refers to specific information about
a customer. For example, you could type “Dear <<contact person>>” or “You are receiving this letter
because you are one of my most important <<customer type>> customers…” Each customer’s specific
data would be inserted into the merge field.
You may print any number of letters using the FlexLetterhead 3.
Read the description of the FlexContract Controller, in the previous section, to learn how to insert merge
fields and how to do other editing of this letter. There are two buttons that are specific to just this
Creator window:
Print One Merge – This will select ‘Print to Current Record’ in the Page Setup dialogue box that
appears before printing.
Print Bulk Merge – This will select ‘Print to Selected Records’ in the Page Setup dialogue box that
appears before printing.
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Labels
You may print the addresses of all customers in the Current Action Set onto mailing labels. MBP uses
the label template ‘Avery 5160’. (3 columns of 10 rows of 1” x 2 5/8” labels. www.avery.com)
Note that you can preview what a customer label will look like from the Customers Screen. Click on the
‘Label’ tab to preview the label. The label display buttons are next to each line of the address of the
Primary Contact Person. Click them to toggle each line of the address.
Labels are a good choice if your printer doesn’t support envelope printing. Also, if you do a search that
could result in duplicate customers (like searching for every Birthday Show in the last 5 years…), then
you may want to choose labels so that you don’t waste envelopes on duplicate names.

Referral Form
Use this form to request feedback from a
customer after a show. There are two editable
sections: the instructions below the words
‘Referral Form’ and the large box for the
customer to write in. (But you may type in
some instructions to the customer, in this
section, which will also be printed out. The
Company Name and the primary Contact
Name are displayed on the report.
Click the ‘Print’ button on the Print
Controller window to send this report to the
printer.
Click the ‘Email’ button to send this as an
email. A plain text email will be generated
and the default email program on your
operating system will be opened.
View a video about the benefits of using a
Referral Form at:
http://www.magicbasepro.com/MBP/videos/
Benefit_Referrals.mov
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Thank-You Note

To find the Thank-You Note, click on the scroll arrow, as indicated, to view all Report options.
Click it to view the Thank-You Note form.
Some things are automatically entered on the ThankYou Note:
The Thank-You note uses the logo and your company
name form the Business Info tab of the Preferences
Screen.
The Event Name and date are automatically displayed
after the Main Thank-You Heading.
You may edit the Main Than-You Heading, and format
it any way that you want.
For the body of the Thank-You Note, you may type
into the box, or print it blank so that you can handwrite a note for a more personal touch.
This is a global field so no notes are associated with
any particular customer. What you type in here will be
the same for every customer. Customize it before
printing.
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Invoice and Coupon
The Invoice report selector is on the Reports Screen, List View.
Invoice Header:
The Invoice Header is not editable. It will just display your contact information, similar to the
Letterhead. This information comes from the Preferences Screen, Company Info tab.
Itemized Fees Section:
The information for this
invoice comes from the Events
Screen, Form View, Financials
tab.
The only way to change the
numbers in this invoice is by
changing them on the Events
Screen.
Performance Total: This is
the Total for all Shows, plus
Agency fees for the currently
selected event. If the Event has
more than one show, then
shows are added together. The
Agency fees are combined so
that you don’t need to display
the portion of the fees that will
go to a booking agency, if any.
Misc. Fees: Will display any
additional fees.
Mileage Fee: The product of
Mileage Rate and Distance.
Discount: This number will be
subtracted from the fee, and
displayed in red.
Taxes: Are always calculated
as a percentage. Change the setting on the Events Screen.
Deposit: Will display ‘Paid’ or ‘Unpaid’. But it will always be listed in red. If the deposit was paid,
then this amount will be deducted from the final amount due.
Total Remainder Due: This is the final amount still to be paid.
Terms: This is an editable, global field. What you type in here will be the same for every customer.
Enter payment instructions.
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Coupon
There are two Invoice reports to choose from, one includes a coupon.
Amount: Use these editable fields to enter the amount of the discount. It could be a dollar amount or a
percentage.
Instructions: Use this editable field to describe the coupon and how to redeem it.
Coupon Code: This optional field can be used for you to enter a unique, identifiable code so that you
can track the recipient of the coupon. It is not saved anywhere, and is just included as a convenience. If
you wish to use it, then you’ll want to record the unique coupon code in the customer records in MBP so
you can track it.
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Marketing and Financial Reports
Currently, there are 22 different Marketing and Financial reports. They are spread among these seven
categories: Customers, Events, Income, Marketing, Routines, Shows and Stats.
CUSTOMERS
Customers by City – Detail
Customers by City – Summary
Customers by Event – Summary
Customers by Show Type – Summary
Customers by State – Summary
Customers by Year – Summary
EVENTS
Events by Show Type – Summary
Events by Show Type – Detail
Events by Year – Summary
Events by Year – Detail
INCOME
Income by Customer – Detail. This report will show the total income for all selected customers.
Income by City – Detail. This report will show the total income for each selected city.
Income by Events – Detail
Income by Show Type – Detail
Income by State – Detail
Pending Income – Summary
Pending Income – Detail. This will only show customers that still have pending events.
Prospective Income – Summary
ROUTINES
Routines List – Collectors
Routines List – Performance. Each routine will be categorized by Venue (Stage, Parlor, Close-Up,
Other), and then further categorized by the Trick Type that you’ve assigned to it. And then each routine
under each category will be listed.
Routines Time List – Performance. This will give a line by line listing of the number of minutes
assigned to each performance routine.
SHOWS
Shows by Cost – Detail
Test the different reports to see how they perform.
Note: When you print these reports, be sure that the ‘Records Being Browsed’ option is selected on the
print control window. This means that the report will include all of the customers in the current action
set, and not just the currently selected customer. Learn more about this on page 45, Printing Reports.
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Marketing
The purpose of the Marketing tab is to track and plan all of your advertising and marketing. This tab has
four different views: Customer View, Form View, List View, and the Targeted Marketing Screen.
Clicking on the Marketing tab will cycle through Customer, Form, and List View. To view the Targeted
Marketing Screen, click on the ‘View Target’ button when in Form View. To use the Targeted
Marketing Wizard, click on the TMW button on the List View of this screen.

The Customer View of the Marketing Screen:

To see a video of the Marketing Screen Customer View, go to:
http://www.magicbasepro.com/MBP/videos2.html
You’ll know when you’re in the Customer View of this screen because there will be the name of one
customer in the top display window, and the ‘Customers View’ icon appears in the upper right corner.
You can browse through your Customers one at a time by clicking on the browse arrows at the top of the
screen. Customer View has four sections: Customer Contact History, Referrals and Relations,
Campaigns, and Newsletters.

 Customer Contact History
You can keep a record of every contact/communication that you’ve had with a customer. This list is
associated with the ‘Contact’ button on the Customers screen, which is also duplicated on this screen.
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Whenever you use the ‘Contact’ button and record an entry about a correspondence, email, or phone call
that you’ve had with a customer, it will be recorded here. Use this space to view a complete history of
your communications with a customer. The box will scroll to accommodate as many entries as you want.
And you can easily delete any entries by clicking the ‘Delete comment’ button (the red X.) Note: You
can’t delete the item labeled ‘First Entry’.

 Referrals and Relations
This section allows you to track how this customer first came in contact with you and your business. It
has three fields. These fields are duplicates of the fields on the Stats tab of the Customers screen.
Response Ad – If the customer first came to you because of an advertisement or an ad campaign, then
enter the name of it here. Use this field to measure the effectiveness of your advertising.
Referred By – If the customer first came to you because of a referral by another customer, then click in
this field to select the name of the customer that referred you. The field is a drop-down scrolling list of
every customer in MBP. You can type the first few letters of the name you’re searching for to select it.
Related To - This is also a drop-down scrolling list of every customer name in MBP. Use this field to
indicate some type of special relationship with another customer or company.

 Campaigns
Campaigns are created on the Form View of this screen. But this Campaign Selector will allow you to
choose an advertising campaign to which you’d like to assign this particular customer. This selector is a
duplicate of the one found on the Campaigns tab of the Customers screen. There are three elements to
this selector: The pop-out menu, the add button and the list.
Pop-out menu – Click this menu to select any previous ad campaign that you’ve created.
‘Add Customer to this Campaign’ button – Click this button to assign the current customer to this ad
campaign.
List – A scrolling list of every campaign to which the customer has been assigned.

 Newsletters
Newsletters are defined and described on the Form View of this screen. But this Newsletter Selector will
allow you to choose a newsletter to which you’d like to subscribe this particular customer. This selector
is a duplicate of the one found on the Campaigns tab of the Customers screen. There are three elements
to this selector: The pop-out menu, the add button and the list.
Pop-out menu – Click this menu to select any previous newsletter that you’ve created.
‘Add to subscription list’ button – Click this button to subscribe the current customer to this
newsletter.
List – A scrolling list of every newsletter to which the customer has been subscribed.
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The Form View of the Marketing Screen:

To see a video of the Marketing Screen Form View, go to:
http://www.magicbasepro.com/MBP/videos2.html .
The purpose of this screen is to plan, create and define marketing campaigns. This screen has three
sections: Campaign Description, Elements Description, and Customers Assigned. You can browse
through your Marketing Campaigns one at a time by clicking on the browse arrows at the top of the
screen.

 Campaign Description
Use this section to give an overview of the Marketing Campaign.
Campaign Name – Enter a unique descriptive name for the campaign.
Description – Summarize what the campaign is about.
Goals – Enter a goal to reach with this campaign.
Start Date – Type or select a date to mark the beginning of the campaign.
End Date – Type or select a date to mark the end of the campaign.
Budget – Just enter numbers, no monetary symbol.
Elements – Use these check boxes to select each element that will be included in the campaign. This list
of elements is definable by the user. You can create your own custom list of elements on the List tab of
the Preferences Screen.
‘View Target’ button – If you have previously used the Targeted Marketing Wizard or Screen to assign
a group of customers to the campaign, then there will be a number on this button such as, “View Target
57 Companies/People.” Click this button to view the Targeted Marketing screen.
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 Elements Description
After you’ve decided which elements to include in your campaign, you can use these tabs to define the
elements in greater detail. The four tabs are: Newsletter, Ads, Phone, and Bulk Email.

Newsletter
Newsletters are defined as regular communications to a group of people. They are anticipated, as the
people have previously subscribed to them, and they are consistently sent at a regular frequency.
Newsletter Name – This field is used
to assign a newsletter to the current Ad
Campaign. Clicking in the field will
reveal the menu arrow. Click the arrow
to display a pop-out menu of newsletter
names. Select the newsletter to be
included in this ad campaign. This is
not where you type in a new name. Use
the ‘New’ button for that.
‘New’ button – Use this button to
create a new newsletter. Click it to
open the Newsletter Naming window
and type in any unique name for a newsletter.
Newsletter names that you type in the Newsletter Naming field will be available in the Newsletter
selection pop-out menus on both the Customers screen and the Customer view of the Marketing screen.
In other words, create the newsletter with this button, and assign customers to it using the other
Newsletter fields.
‘Delete’ button – First, from the Newsletter Name pop-out menu, select the name of the newsletter that
you want to delete. Then click on the ‘Delete’ button. The newsletter name will be deleted. Any
customers assigned to the deleted newsletter will be un-assigned from it.
Newsletter Frequency – Use the pop-out menu to select the frequency of the newsletters.
Newsletter Next Date – Use this field to remind you either of the date that the newsletter was started or
the next time that you intend to send a newsletter.
Newsletter History – Use this field to list all of the dates when the last issues were sent out. It is an
expanding field.
Newsletter Format – Will the newsletter be printed on paper and mailed, or will it be emailed, or some
other format? Just click on the appropriate radio selection button.

Ads
Ad Types – Use the checkboxes to mark each form of ad to be used.
Ad Content – Give a brief summary of the main focus of the ad.
Ad File Link – Use this field to insert a link to the file containing the actual ad. Click on the ‘Insert’
button to open a browse window to select the file. The file could be written, audio or video. The name of
the file will appear in the field. To view, listen to, or watch the file, just double-click on the file name.
MBP will attempt to first open the program that was used to create the ad. Then the ad will be opened or
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played with that program. (BTW, you must have QuickTime (http://www.apple.com/quicktime/)
installed on your computer for this to work.) If the location of the ad changes, then the link will be
broken and will not function. To delete the link from the field, click once on the file name and hit the
‘Delete’ key.
Ad Notes – Use this expanding field for any additional notes you want.
Audio Notes
It is possible to record audio notes in the Ad FileLink field, (and in any of the 3 Digital FileFolder link
fields on the Customers Screen.) You must have a microphone attached or installed on your computer to
use this. Double click into the empty FileFolder field to open the recording controls.
Macintosh: You may record up to a minute in
any of the digital link fields.
Windows: You may record up to 30 seconds in
any of the digital link fields. Audio quality will
vary depending on your hardware and system
settings.

Phone
Phone call Content – Use this expanding field to summarize the phone message to be communicated.

Bulk e/mail
Bulk e/mail is defined as a mass mailing to a large group of people by either email or regular mail. In
contrast to the standard frequency of a newsletter, this could be a one shot blast or a series of bulk
emails. Use this section to describe mail content that you’ll send out.
Bulkmail Name – Enter a unique, descriptive name.
Bulkmail Date – Enter the date of the next mailing.
Bulkmail Content – Enter either a summary of the content, or the actual content of the mailing into this
expanding field.
Email / Print selector – Click one of the radio-selector buttons to indicate form.
‘Send Email’ button – If you’ve assigned a number of customers to an ad campaign, clicking this
button will open your mail program and address a blank email to all the customers in the campaign, (if
their emails are typed into the ‘Main email’ field on the Customers screen.) Then you can compose or
paste in the content of the email.
Be sure to comply with your Internet service providers’ rules for sending bulk emails.

 Customers Assigned
This is a scrolling display-only window. It will list every customer that has been assigned to the current
marketing campaign. You can assign customers to a campaign in two ways: either by individually
assigning a customer to a campaign from the Customer View of the Marketing Screen, or by using the
Targeted Marketing screen (and Wizard) to assign groups of customers.
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Click on the ‘Customers in this Campaign’ button to create an Action Set that includes only the
customers assigned to this campaign. When you click on this button, the display will switch to the List
View of the Customers screen so that you can see the complete list of customers.
Once you have an Action Set created with the customers from an ad campaign, then you can do many
things with that list: Browse through it to edit or make changes; Print a Report such as an Income report;
Print an envelope addressed to each customer; Print a letter with all of the names mail-merged into it;
Print the newsletter or mailing piece that is part of the ad campaign and have each name mail-merged
anywhere in it; Print mailing labels, or more.
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The List View of the Marketing Screen:

The purpose of this screen is to list all of the Marketing Campaigns you’ve created. They can be used, or
deleted or re-created for another campaign. This screen contains the list, and a button for the Targeted
Marketing Wizard.
There are five columns in this List View:
Campaign Name, Customers Targeted, Start Date, End Date, and Campaign Budget. For a description of
the purpose of each of these fields, see the Form View description of this screen. One record is listed per
line. It is a scrolling list if there are more records than can be accommodated on the screen. It is a
display-only screen. Clicking on a row will switch to Form View with all of the details of the selected
record.
Note that saved advertising campaigns will target a group of customers that existed in MagicBase® Pro
at the time that you created your campaign. If you’ve subsequently added or deleted customers who
could potentially be targeted by the campaign, then you’ll need to re-target the campaign to acquire or
remove additional customers.
Access the Targeted Marketing Wizard button by clicking on the button. The TM Wizard will ask a few
questions to walk you through your advertising plan.
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The Targeted Marketing View of the Marketing Screen:

To see a video of the Targeted Marketing Screen, go to:
http://www.magicbasepro.com/MBP/videos/MarketingScreen_Target.mov
There are two ways to navigate to this screen: Click on the Target Marketing Wizard button (the bullseye) from the List View of the Marketing Screen, or click on the ‘View Target’ button from the Form
View of the Marketing Screen.
The purpose of this screen is to select a group of similar customers in order to create a very targeted
marketing campaign. This Customer Selector will allow you to choose customers based on geography,
Audience or Show Type, Booking Status, Time, Category Lists, or miscellaneous selections based on
the Tag fields.
There are three displays, five columns and three buttons for the overall screen controls. There are also
pop-out menus and ‘View’ buttons on each of the 13 rows.
Title display – Shows the name of the currently selected Marketing Campaign. Use the browse arrows
to look through all of your saved campaigns.
Customer Count display – If the screen has been refreshed to show the current totals, this will show
the number of customers selected out of the total possible number of customers.
Category Filters List: Use these filters to narrow or widen your selected group of customers.
Category Filter title – These are the categories that you can select from to narrow your target.
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Fine Tune Campaign – These are pop-out menus, radio control buttons or date selectors for each of
the Category Filters. If you don’t want to use the filter leave it selected as, or enter, ‘ALL’.
Note: Not all of the pop-out menu choices that you have defined will appear here. Only the menu
choices that have actually been selected for one or more customers will be displayed. For example, if
you have three choices defined in the ‘Audience’ category on the Shows screen ( ‘Kids’, ‘Adult’,
‘Teens’ ) but you have never selected ‘Teens’ for any of your customer records, then ‘Teens’ will
not be a filter choice available because it has no records matching that selection.
‘VIEW’ buttons – After you’ve changed a Filter on each row, you must click this button to see the
results. The results are shown in blue.
Marketing Totals by Target Set – This column displays your filter choice for each filter.
Customer Totals – Displays the number of customers that match the selected Target Filter.
‘Reset All’ button – Click to deselect all filters. Each row will be set to ‘All’ or blanked out.
‘See Results’ button – Click to process all of your filter choices. MBP will calculate the common
denominator between all the filter selections and display the results in the lower display.
Lower Display – This will tell you how many customers you’ve targeted such as “This campaign will
target 56 customers.”
‘Done’ button – Click this to exit the screen and return to Form View. Note that clicking this button
will create a saved Current Action Set (CAS) with all of the selected customers. Use this CAS to market
to with your currently selected marketing campaign.

The Targeted Marketing Wizard:
Clicking the TMW button (the bulls-eye) will start the TMW. The TMW
will walk you through a number of questions in order to plan the basics of an
advertising campaign. The questions asked are:
1. Campaign Name?
2. Campaign Goal?
3. Starting and Ending Dates?
4. Campaign Budget?
5. Finally, the Targeted Marketing Screen with the 13 Filters will display.
Make your filter selections and you’ve got a campaign planned!
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RECORD CONTROLS
ARROWS

|< (FIRST) – Jump to the first record of the current set.
<< (PREVIOUS LETTER) – Jump to the next record (going backwards) that starts with the previous
letter of the alphabetical listing of the current set. Also sorts the records by Company name, if needed.
< (PREVIOUS) – Display the previous record of the list. (If there are no more records before the
currently displayed record, you’ll hear a warning beep.)
> (NEXT) – Display the next record of the list. (If there are no more records after the currently displayed
record, you’ll hear a warning beep.)
>> (NEXT LETTER) – Jump to the next record (going forward) that starts with the next letter of the
alphabetical listing of the current set. Also sorts the records by Company name, if needed.
>| (LAST) – Jump to the last record of the current set.
LIST / FORM
Each tab has at least two views, ‘Form’ and ‘List’. The exception is the Marketing Tab, which has three
views. You can switch between the views by clicking on this button which will toggle between ‘Form’
and ‘List’. You can also switch between the views by clicking on the tab. (The only way to view the
third view of the Marketing tab is to click on the tab itself.)
Functionality of the two views:
Generally Form View will display information for the currently selected customer. The ‘currently
selected customer’ is the one customer that is listed on the Customers tab in Form View. Switching to
List View, on most tabs, will display a list of all of the currently selected set. The ‘currently selected set’
(aka ‘Current Action Set) is defined as all the records that currently are listed on the Customers tab in
List View.
NEW
Click this to create a new record. Note that this will create a new record for whatever tab you are on. If
you’re on the Routines tab, then a new blank Routine record will be created. If you’re on the Customers
tab, then a new blank Customer record will be created. The customer record will be creating using the
preferences defined on the Auto-Fill Options tab of the Prefs Screen.
CLONE
Duplicate the current record. This button will function no matter which screen tab you happen to have
selected. If you’re on the Routines screen, then this will duplicate the current Routine record, for
example. To suppress the dialogue window that announces that the Clone has occurred, hold down the
Shift key. (You will have no visual indication that the record has been cloned. But it is a fast way to do it
if you want to make a number of copies of the current window, like for repeating Events like a
restaurant.)
DELETE
Delete and completely erase the currently selected record. If ‘Warnings’ is set to ‘Yes’, then you’ll be
warned first.
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All of these record control buttons are not used on all screens. When not appropriate, the buttons will be
blank.
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UTILITY SCREEN BUTTONS
Prefs – The Preferences Screen
The Preferences Screen controls overall functionality of MagicBase® Pro. It has 7 tabs: ‘Auto Fill
Options’, ‘Business Info’, ‘Connections’, ‘Event Actions’. ‘Lists’, ‘Tutorials’ and ‘Web’.
To see a video of the Preferences Screen, go to:
http://www.magicbasepro.com/MBP/videos/Prefs.mov.

Auto-Fill Options tab
The data entered into any of these fields will be automatically entered whenever you create a new record
that contains any of these fields. If you create a new Customer record, then the data from the Contact
Defaults will be automatically entered. If you create a new Show record, then the data from the Show
Defaults will be automatically entered. If you don’t want to have some data auto-filled, then leave the
field blank.
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Contact Defaults – These are the available fields that can be used for auto-filling new Customer
records:
Phone Area Code - If your customers are almost always from the same area code, then you can save
yourself a little time by entering the area code in this field. It will be automatically added to every new
customer record that you create.
City – If your customers are almost always from the same city, then you can save yourself a little time
by entering the city name in this field. It will be automatically added to every new customer record that
you create.
State - If your customers are almost always from the same state, then you can save yourself a little time
by entering the state name in this field. It will be automatically added to every new customer record that
you create.
Postal – Enter a zip code or other postal code to be auto-filled when a new record is created.
Country – Enter the name of the country that you usually perform in.
Region- Enter the name of the most common region (county) of your customers, or leave it blank to
have nothing auto-entered.
Financial Defaults – These are the available fields that can be used for auto-filling new Event records:
Currency – Enter the appropriate currency symbol for your country.
Agency Rate – If your entertainment agency charges the same % every time, then enter it here.
Travel Rate – What do you want to charge for mileage? Enter the price/mile (or kilometer).
Tax – Enter the tax rate for your jurisdiction.
Deposit – Enter the standard amount that you request for a deposit.
Contract Turn-Around – Enter the number of days to wait for a customer to return a signed contract.
This will appear on the contract.
Show Defaults – These are the available fields that can be used for auto-filling new Show records:
Show Length – Enter the standard amount of time for your show.
Audience Type - Enter the standard type of audience you perform for.
Show Type – Enter the standard type of show you perform.
Auto-number Routines – Enter the number of routines that you usually have in a performance. This
data will be used on the Shows tab when you create a new show.
Main Performer – Enter the name of the usual performer. This is added to the contracts.
Instant Contract Options – This selector determines which contract is used when the ‘Instant Contract’
button on the Events form view is clicked.
Standard Contract – Set this to use the Standard Contract option from the Reports Screen.
Custom Flex Contract – Set this selector to use your own customized FlexContract.
Contract Items – These fields can be (but don’t have to be) included in the contract. They are
additional terms or conditions that can be added to the contract. There are 3 Special Terms buttons.
Click to create specific terms to be added to a contract. You may use all of them in one contract, or you
may create special terms for each contract.
Note that formatting will not be retained in these fields. If you have some special characters, or
formatting that is required, then it is suggested that you type this data directly into the contract instead of
merging it from this field. Also, you can’t use merge fields in these windows, because they are merge
fields.
Envelope Marketing Box – Anything entered in this box will be printed on the outside of the Business
Envelope just below the return address. Use this to encourage recipients to open bulk mailings.
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Business Info tab

Your Business Information
Enter information about you and your business here. The information in these fields will be used to autofill your information in contracts, letters, envelopes and other forms. These are the fields:
Company Name
Legal Name – Your legal name will already be permanently entered from the Registration screen.
Stage Name
Tag line
Signature – You must first create a signature file: Scan a copy of your signature as a standard picture
file format like .jpg, .tiff, or .png. Then click on the ‘Signature’ button to select the file. This signature
picture can be added to contracts and letters.
Company Logo – You must first create a digital file of your company logo. Then click on the ‘Logo’
button to find it on your computer and it will be inserted into this container field.
Your Contact Information
The data entered in these fields will be auto-entered into letterhead, envelopes, contracts, etc. You may
enter data into any of these fields:
Address
City, State, Zip
County/Region
Country
Business ID – Include a Social Security #, or a Federal Tax ID, or some other number which may be
needed on a contract.
4 Phone fields
2 Email fields
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Web – Enter your company web address.

Connections tab
Connections refers to moving data in and out of MagicBase® Pro. This tab contains the Import and
Export buttons.

There are four different categories of connections:
ROUTINES –
‘Import’ – Click this to import a file that contains a list of your routines that you’ve exported from
some other program. The exported files must be in tab-delimited format. An import dialogue box will
appear that will allow you to align the fields from your exported file with the available fields in
MagicBase® Pro.
GENERAL CONNECTIONS ‘Import’ – This command duplicates the actions of the menu File/Import. Click to import files from
some other program such as Excel. This will open a selection dialogue box for you to choose a
‘Standard Import’ or to import using the ‘Import Wizard’.
• Choosing the ‘Standard’ import will, after selecting a file, open the regular field mapping window
which you will use to align the fields from your old database file to the 24 import fields in MBP.
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• Choosing ‘Import Wizard’ will open the Import Wizard utility. This utility will allow you to more
easily do field mapping, and to adjust the data in the fields before importing into MBP. See the separate
instructional guide about the Import Wizard, on the Resources page at www.magicbasepro.com.
The exported files must be in tab-delimited format. See the video entitled ‘How to Import Excel Files’
on the website.
‘Export’ – This command duplicates the actions of the menu File/Export Records… Click to have
ALL of your data files exported into a tab-delimited format. This format can then be imported to other
database programs or into Excel.
‘Export Addresses’ - This command duplicates the actions of the menu File/Export Mail Labels…
Use this to export only the names and addresses of all of your customers. This is valuable if you wish to
send the files to a mailing service. The addresses will be exported to a .csv format that is compatible
with a program like Excel, and saved in the Exports folder with the name
“MBP_NameAddress_exprt.csv”. One cell is used for each line of the mailing label. Whatever your
mailing label looks like for each customer is what will be exported.
MAGICBASE® 2.6 IMPORT
‘Import from MagicBase 2.6’ – This button is used ONLY to import your data from MagicBase® 2.6.
It will not import data from any other version of MagicBase®. It is not to be used to import data from
any other source. To prepare to import: First EXPORT ALL of your records from MagicBase® 2.6.
(This process will not erase your old MagicBase® 2.6 records. It will create four files titled
MBc_data.tab, MBs_data.tab, MBr_data.tab and MB_data.tab. These 4 files MUST be placed into a
folder titled ‘Data’ in your MagicBase® Pro folder. This Data file MUST be placed at the same root
level and in the same folder as your MagicBase® Pro program. Then the importer will be able to find
your old data. It could take many minutes or hours to import if you have lots of customers in your old
MagicBase® file.
See a video about importing from MB 2.6 at this link:
http://www.MagicBase.biz/Videos/HowToUpdateMB_LG.mov
MAGICBASE PRO CONNECTIONS
‘Update from MagicBase Pro’ – Use this button only to update your previous MBP files to the current,
new version. The files must first be exported from your old MBP program by clicking on the ‘Export for
MBP Update’ button. The exported files will be placed in a folder called ‘Exports’. Copy those files into
the folder called ‘Imports’ on your new MBP program. Then click this button.
‘Export for MagicBase Pro Update’ – Use this button only when you are updating to a newer version
of MagicBase® Pro. Click this button to export all of your data in order to move it to the new version of
MagicBase® Pro. All of the data files (12 of them) will be placed into a folder called ‘Exports’.
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Event Actions tab
This tab controls the Event Action reminder rules. The Global Reminders can be viewed on the Events
Screen by clicking on the ‘View Actions’ button. You can program what reminders appear depending on
the date and the Show status.
The purpose of these reminders is to set a series of events that you always want to perform when
someone books a show, or just calls about a show (a pending request)

The available selections are:
Action – Select (or type) the action that you would like to be reminded to do. These actions are user
definable. They could include such things as ‘Call’, ‘Send email’, or ‘Mail letter’, etc.
Number of days from event – Enter a number to represent the number of days before or after the event
that you’d like to be reminded.
Before or After the event – Select ‘Before’ to be reminded before the event. Select ‘After’ to list
activities you’d like to be reminded to do after the event date.
Show Status affected – You may select which Show Status (Booked, Pending, No, Prospect) the
reminder will apply to.
This screen is also closely related to the ‘Undone Actions’ field, which will list either ‘Yes’ or ‘No’ to
quickly tell you if you still have some planned actions that still need to be done.
This field can be found on the Events Screen, form view. And it can also be found on the All Events
Screen. There is a small checkbox on each line of the list of records. You will see either ‘No’ or ‘Ye’
(for yes) displayed in this box. So you can view many records at once to determine if you still have
undone actions. (See the sections of this User Guide about the Events form view and list view for more
information about this.)
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Lists tab
There are many places in MBP where you can create a customized clickable menu of various choices.
They can be found on almost every screen. This screen consolidates them all in one place. The lists here
are the controllers of the lists found throughout MBP. So, if you add an item to a list on this screen, then
the new item will also appear in the other list too. You must add new items to your clickable menus
from this screen.
The controls on these Lists tab, will determine what values are seen in each list in other parts of
MagicBase® Pro.
‘Add to List’ button – First, type a word or phrase into the field. Then click on this button to add it to
the list.
‘Remove’ button – First, select the item from the clickable menu. Then click on this button to remove
the item from the list. Note: If it doesn’t appear to be removed from the list, then that means that the
word may have been added to the list multiple times. Just keep selecting ‘Delete’ until the word is
removed.
There are five tabs within the List tab to illustrate where in MBP each of the lists can found. The blue
arrows indicate the field that contains the list. The arrows are links to the actual screen that contains the
list. Click the arrow to quickly switch to that screen.
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There are 3 Customer Lists:
‘Customer Type’ – This is found on the Customers screen, form view, on the Stats tab.
Use: Categorize customers such as “Corporate”, “Schools”, “Daycares” ,etc.
‘Misc Category List 1’ – This is found on the Customers screen, form view, on the Label tab. It is
called ‘List 1’ on that screen.
‘Misc Category List 2’ – This is found on the Customers screen, form view, on the Label tab. It is
called ‘List 2’ on that screen.
Use: Use these fields to further sub-divide customer categories, or use them for something
completely different.
‘Event Names List’ – This list is found on the Events Screen, form view.
Use: Included standard Event Names such as “Birthday”, “Christmas party”, “Annual mtg”, etc
‘Show Category List’ – This is found on the Shows screen.
Use it to create any type of show category, such as “Mentalism”, “Lessons”, etc.
‘Trick Type List’ – This is found on the Routines screen.
Use it to define your different Trick Types such as “Vanish”, “Production”, “Comedy”, etc.
There are 3 Marketing Lists:
‘Response Ad List’ – This list is found on the Customers Screen, form view, Stats tab; and on the
Marketing Screen- Customers View.
Use: Track which advertising the customer responded to such as “Yellow Pages”, “Web”, etc.
‘Marketing Campaign Elements’ – This is found on the Form view of the Marketing screen.
Use it to define the types of elements that are usually in your advertising campaigns, such as
“Direct Mail”. “Phone calls”, “email”, etc.
‘Ad Type’ – This is also found on the Form view of the Marketing screen, but on the ‘Ads’ tab.
Use it to define the different types of ads that you use.
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Tutorials tab
This tab opens an active web page from www.MagicBasePro.com/Tutorials. You must have an Internet
connection for this to work. You may view any of the Tutorial files found on the site: printed pages or
videos. Use the four buttons at the top of the screen to navigate and control your view:
Back – Display the previous web page.
Forward – Display the next web page in the page history.
Reload – Re-display the current web page.
Reset – Display the starting Tutorial screen from MagicBasePro.com

Other tab
This tab controls default choices for online services, web sites, default font for data entry, Tips at
Startup, and Invoice Coupon.

Web Links:
Map Service - enter the online map service that you prefer to use. This service is accessed with the Map
button on the Customers tab.
Web link 1 – Enter your preferred online magic store. This service is accessed with the View Online
button on the Routines tab.
Web link 2 – Currently inactive. For future development.
Tips Window at Startup? Selecting ‘Yes’ will display one MagicBase® Pro tip graphic each time that
MagicBase® Pro starts.
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Field Default Fonts selector
Lock Font Style: Choose ‘Yes’ to force all new records to use the
Default Font in all of the (17) data entry fields in the Contact
section of the Customers Screen.
Default Font: Type (or select from the pop-up menu) the name of
the font (on your system) that you’d like to use for data entry. You
may add font names to the list. Be sure to spell them exactly as
listed in the Font Menu, or it won’t work.
Note: Font Locking will only affect the 17 fields in the Contact
section of the Customers Screen.
Also, this selected font will be used by the ‘Match All Fonts’
menu command to change the styles of fonts in many records at once.
Sample: This is just a display field to show what the selected font will look like.
Font locking is used for those
occasions when you’re pasting in
data from another source, like a web
site, which may use a variety of
fonts, sizes and colors.
These are the 17 fields of the
Contact Section. Font locking will
only apply to these fields because
they are they ones that you would be
pasting data in from web sites.

Help Screen
The ‘Help’ button links to an online resource page at www.MagicBasePro.com.
For additional help, here are some other options:
Videos: There are many videos about MagicBase® Pro at the website, www.MagicBasePro.com.
Tutorials: There is a page on the website devoted to detailed questions about many different screens and
functions in MagicBase® Pro.
Customized Toolbar and Chat Room: The link to the MagicBase® Pro community toolbar can be
found on the main index page at http://www.MagicBasePro.com/index.html. The toolbar contains a link
to instant chat messages with any other MagicBase® users who also have the toolbar installed.
There is also a link to the MBP private chat network on the Resources page of the website.
Email: The support email is support@magicbase.biz.
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Find Screen
Clicking on the ‘Find’ button will switch MagicBase® Pro to Find Mode. The screen background will
turn red to notify you that you’re now searching. Anything that you type into any field will be used as a
search criterion. After entering any data into the fields, you must deselect all fields by clicking out of the
field onto any blank area of the screen. Then hit the ‘Return’ key. MagicBase® Pro will find all records
(if any) that match your search criterion.
Once a search has been performed, you will be usually working with a subset of all your records. This is
called the Current Action Set. This will be indicated by the words ‘Action Set’ in red letters above the
browse arrows and by the lower status display which will show something like “Current Action Set:
2/3/205”. This means that you are viewing the second record of 3 records that match the search criterion
from a possible total records of 205.
One more indicator that you’re dealing with a subset of your records is the appearance of the ‘Show All’
button in the lower status display. Clicking on that button will deselect the current action set. Until you
click on this button, most screens and reports will only display results from the current action set. You
can also remove the current action set by clicking on the red words ‘action set’ just above the Browse
Arrows.

Narrow a Search
Note that clicking the Find button will always result in a search being performed on all records in
MagicBase® Pro, even if you currently have an Action Set. To search within JUST the Current Action
Set (a sub-set of all your records), hold down the Shift key while you click on the ‘FIND’ button. Now
the search will be performed on just the Current Action Set, thereby potentially constraining the CAS
even further.
Note: The double underline below ‘FIND’ indicates that the button as a power feature, that can be
accessed with a modifier key.

Advanced Search Techniques
Searching for a Date Range
The simplest way to find a series of records within a specified date range is to use the All Events Screen.
But that type of search has limitations. You only have 2 filters to choose from: Date and Booking Status.
But, using the Find function will allow you to search for records that match a certain date range and also
match other search criterion that you enter.
Use the Event Date field to search for a date range on the Events Screen by typing the starting date
(MM/DD/YYYY) (for U.S.) + “…” (ellipses) + the ending date.
For example, on the Events Screen (Form View) you could search for all Birthdays that you performed
at during the summer months of the year 2009. You would do that by typing or selecting “Birthday”
from the Event Name field AND typing this into the Date field “6/1/2009…8/30/2009”.
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Then, once you’ve found a set of records, you could browse through them, or print a report based on
these records, or print letters or envelopes to the customers of those events.

Using Wild Card Characters
# This character will search for any number. For example, if, while you’re in Find Mode, you just type
“#” into the Company Name field and hit ‘Return’, MBP will find every company name that has a
number in it. Use one character for each digit. For example “##” will find “33” but not “3”.
! This character will search for any repeated data, if you have 2 or more records with the matching data
in the selected field. For example, if you type “!” into the Company Name field and hit the ‘Return’ key,
then MBP will find all records that duplicate company names.
@ Use this character to search for one unknown character. For example, “@on” will find Don and
Ron, but not Bron.
* Use this wild card character to search for a number of unknown characters. For example, “J*n” will
find “John”, “Joan” and “Jon”
== This wild card set (double equal signs) will find exact matches of the text you specify. “==John
Smith” will find “John Smith” but not “John” or “Smith”.
= This wild card symbol (equal sign) will find exact matches of whole words you specify. So
“=Market” will find “Market Research” but not “Supermarket”.
To find a phrase or sequence of characters, type the phrase surrounded by double quote marks
(“PHRASE “). For example, typing “Birthday Show” would find that phrase but not “Birthday”.
You can combine wild card characters for very specialized searches. Normally, searches are not casesensitive.

Searching for an Email Address
Since the ‘@’ is used as a Wild Card character, to search for an email address, enclose the entire address
in quotes, as in, “ Bob@MagicBase.biz “.
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Screen Controls
Screen Controls are the buttons and fields that are not within the Tabbed Screen area.

Upper Status Display
This is a display field at the top of the screen that lists important information about the current set of
records. For example, if all customers are currently selected, then this display will show the number of
customers you have in MagicBase® Pro.

Browse Arrows
There are six browse arrows (3 left and 3 right)
|< Skip to the first record of selected set
<< Skip to the first previous new letter of the alphabet (going backward)
< Move to the previous record of the selected set
> Move to the next record of the selected set
>> Skip to the next new letter of the alphabet
>| Skip to the last record of the currently selected set
If you are skipping forward through your records, using the Fast Forward arrow buttons ( >> ), MBP
will display the first record that begins with a new letter. For example, if you’re displaying a company
name that begins with ‘G’, and you have no customers that begin with the letter ‘H’ or ‘I’, then, when
you click on the FF arrow button, MBP will display the first company name that begins with ‘J’.
When you’re using the Fast Reverse buttons ( << ), MBP will display the last record that begins with the
new letter. Relative to the direction of your search, it will be the first record with a new letter. For
example, let’s say that you have four customers that begin with the letter ‘M’: Manstad, Mausted,
Moen, and Mudd. When you’re skipping forward, MBP will show ‘Manstad’, and when you’re skipping
backward, MBP will show ‘Mudd’.
Note that sometimes, as you’re using MagicBase® Pro, and adding and deleting records, they will get
out of alphabetical sequence. But clicking on either of the double arrows (which jump to the next letter)
will automatically alphabetize all of the records by Company name, and then by Contact name.

Smart Search Field
This field is located just below the Browse Arrows. Use this field to rapidly search for a Customer
record. Just type in a customer/company name or the name of a contact person. Click the ‘Go’ button to
start the search.

Lower Status Display
This is the large display box below the Tab Display. Usually this area will list the number of records in
the Current Action Set if you’re viewing a portion of your total records. If you are viewing a subset of
your customer records, then MagicBase® Pro will display a notice in the lower status display such as
“Current Action Set: 1/3/57”. This means that out of a total of 57 customer records, only 3 matched the
last search and you are viewing the first of those 3 records.
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Menus
All of the main functions of MagicBase® Pro can be accessed with buttons and other on-screen controls.
But there are many menu controls too. Here is a description of each menu control:
MAGICBASE PRO Menu
This is a generic menu that appears on all programs created with Filemaker Developer. There are no
functions specific to MagicBase® Pro.
/Preferences menu does not go to MBP preferences.
/Preferences/General tab:
‘Allow Drag and Drop text selection’ should be checked. This will allow you to drag text from other
applications into MBP fields.
Do not click on the Reset Dialog Boxes button or you may not be able to read all of the information in
some of the dialog boxes.
‘User Name’
Select ‘System’ to have the computer system user’s login name used. The current name will be
displayed.
Select ‘Other’, and enter any name that you’d like to use.
This name can be quickly inserted into a field using a keyboard shortcut, or a menu selection from the
Insert Menu. See the Insert Menu section for more information.
/Preferences/Memory tab:
You don’t have to change anything on this tab. The memory cache will be set at 7 or 8 MB. Leave it as
is.
‘Save cache contents during idle time’ should be selected. By the way, there is no ‘Save’ button in
MBP. Everything that you enter will be automatically saved. As you can tell by this menu selection, the
data might not be saved immediately. Some of the data may be cached and saved later. For this reason,
you should always close MBP using the ‘Quit MBP’ menu selection on the MagicBase Pro menu.
/Preferences/Font tab:
‘Synchronize Method with field’ – Anything typed into the field will be changed to the font
programmed for the field. (The font type is determined by MagicBase® Pro.) If you want to use your
own font style, then de-select this field.
‘Font Locking’ – If this is checked, then if any unsupported characters in the current font are typed
into the field, they field will not change those characters to match whatever is set as the default font.
This is most useful if you’re typing in some foreign fonts or characters. They will remain as entered
without being automatically changed to match the field’s default font choice.

MBPRO Options Menu
MBPro Options/About MagicBase - This duplicates the action of clicking on the logo, it opens a
registration info window. The Registration Window lists the current version number, and whom the
copy of MBPro is registered to. It also lists three quick-link buttons to: BobMillerMagic.biz,
MagicBase.biz, and an email link to MagicBase® Pro Support.
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MBPro Options /Check for Updates – This will connect to MagicBasePro.com (if an internet
connection is available) to check which is the latest version posted online. The latest version # will be
compared to your version # to determine if you need to run an update.
The next three menu selections are /Buy MBP; /Register MBP; and /Unlock MBP. If you’re using a
demo version of MBP, then these three buttons will also appear on the opening registration screen.
Selecting these choices from this menu is the same as selecting them from the Demo splash screen.
MBPro Options /Buy MBP
This will open your web browser to the MagicBase® Pro Products page, so that you may purchase MBP
or other products.
MBPro Options /Register MBP
This will display the registration screen. The first step in registration is to enter your legal name. This
name will be imbedded internally in your copy of MBP and, in some cases, may appear on some printed
reports.
Once you type in your legal name, you will not be able to change it. This is a security measure that will
permanently stamp you as the licensed user of this copy of the program. This is also the first required
step to receiving an Authorization Code. When you enter and submit your legal name (and Proof of
Purchase #), then MBP will open your mail program and send a security code, along with your name, to
MBP HQ. Shortly after that, you will receive an Authorization Code that you can use to unlock your
copy of MBP.
Piracy Notice: Duplicating and distributing copies of this program is illegal. The software
license agreement prohibits unauthorized duplication and distribution. And your name will be
permanently imbedded in the unlocked program providing evidence in a case of piracy. Anyone
caught distributing illegal copies will be prosecuted and liable to pay full price for each illegal
copy distributed along with any other punitive damages.

MBPro Options /Unlock MBP
Once you’ve registered your copy of MBP, you will receive an Authorization code. Select this menu
option to display the Unlock screen. Enter your Authorization Code exactly as you’ve received it. It is
your unique code based on your name. No one else has this code. This also is a security precaution to
prevent unauthorized use. Once you’ve entered the correct Authorization Code, your Demo Version of
MBP will be unlocked and fully functional. Use it with our gracious thanks!
MBPro Options /Quit MBP
Always use this menu item to shut down your program. Don’t just click on the corner shutdown button
provided by your operating system. There is no ‘Save’ button in MagicBase® Pro. Some data is cached
in memory until some idle time. Then it is saved automatically. Shutting down MBP without using this
menu item may result in some data loss.
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FILE Menu
The first six menu commands duplicate the actions of buttons found on the Connections tab of the
Preferences Screen. They are: Import, Import from MB 2.6, Update from older MB Pro, Export for
new MB Pro Update, Export, Export Mail Labels. For a complete description of these buttons, see
the Preferences section of this guide.
File/Match All Fonts – This command will reformat the fonts in the 17 data entry fields on the
Customers Screen (of the Current Action Set only), to whatever the specified font is on the Force Field
Fonts Selector on Preferences/ Other tab. If you ever copy and paste data from web sites into the contact
section, you’ll see that, normally, the style and color of the font is retained when you paste it. (Unless
Force Font Style has been selected.) Use this menu command to change all the fonts to the same font,
size, color and style, in the 17 data-entry fields, in every record in the Current Action Set. Use this menu
command to change existing records. Use Font Locking to preserve the font style for all new records.
File/Save a Copy as…
Don’t attempt to use this menu command to make a backup copy of MBP. There are multiple options as
part of this command, but none of them will make a fully functional version of MBP. This is a standard
menu command that is included in Filemaker Developer programs.
If you want to make a backup copy of your MBP program, the best way to do it is to duplicate your
entire MagicBase® Pro folder (which will be found wherever you installed it.)
File/Page Setup and File/Print are standard print functions that will allow you to print an image of the
current screen.
File/About MBP
This will display the opening splash screen with your registration and ownership information. You can
also view this screen by clicking on the MBP logo on any screen.
File/Quit – Use this menu command to shut down MB Pro, or use the keyboard shortcut Command-W
(Mac)

EDIT Menu
Most of the menu selections are standard items.
Edit/Undo
Select this choice or click Command-X (Control-X for Windows) to undo the last thing you did. Not
everything can be undone. Use it to change back one field that you typed into, or other simple editing.
There is no ‘Undo History’. Only one action can be undone, unless you use the ‘Revert Record’
selection under the ‘Record’ menu. (See that section for more details.)
Edit/Cut; Edit/Copy; Edit/Paste; Edit/Clear and Edit/Select All are all self-explanatory.
Note that the Paste menu command has an additional option. Usually, if you copy and paste some text,
all of the formatting and color will be retained. But, if you hold down the option key, while selecting the
Paste command, then the text will be pasted without formatting. (Another way to paste into fields on the
Customers screen with customized formatting is to use the Font Lock feature in Preferences.)
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MBP has a dedicated system of Font Locking. See the Font Locking Feature on the MBP
Preferences/Other screen in the Field Default Fonts section. See page 94 for more info.

Edit/Copy to ActionSet
– This powerful command will
copy the contents of the
currently active field (the one
that the curser is in) to the
same field in every record of
the Current Action Set. The
CAS is a subset of the entire
database. A CAS is usually
created after a FIND
command. (The words ‘Action
Set’ above the browse arrows
indicate that you’re working
with a subset of your records.
And the number of records in
the Current Action Set will be
listed in the status display
window at the bottom of the
MBP screen.)
Once selected, you will have two options: INSERT and REPLACE.
• INSERT will copy the entire contents of the currently active field and paste it into, and before any
other data that resides in the same field in each record of the Current Action Set.
• REPLACE will copy the entire contents of the currently active field and overwrite any data in the
same field of every record in the CAS.
Note: Use caution with this command because it cannot be undone.
Edit/Find-Replace
This is a standard editing menu. It will only search the current record (screen). If you want to search for
a word or phrase over multiple records, then use the MBP ‘Find’ button at the bottom of each screen.
Edit/Match All Fonts
This special function can be used to set all fonts, styles and colors of every field for every record in the
Current Action Set on the Customers screen. This is useful if, for example, you’ve pasted in text from
many different sources (like web pages) and all of the colors and styles look different in multiple
records. Select the CAS that you want to reformat, and choose this menu item. All of the fonts will be
reformatted to whatever is set in the Font Lock field in the Preferences/Other screen.
Edit/Spelling
This will only check the spelling for the currently selected record. MBP does have spell-checking builtin. Words that are deemed to be spelled wrong will be highlighted in red.
Edit/Spelling/Select Dictionary
This can be used to select a different dictionary for spell checking. The MBP dictionaries are found in
the Extensions folder in the root folder of MBP.
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Edit/Spelling/Edit User Dictionary
This will allow you to create your own dictionary. You may add words to it, import and export it.
Edit/Export Field Contents
This will not be usable unless a field is activated/selected. When a field has been selected, you may
choose this menu item to export the contents of the field as a text file.
VIEW Menu
The only choices in this menu are Zoom In, and Zoom Out. This will enlarge or shrink the MBP
screens. The functions are duplicated on the Zoom Controls in the lower left corner of each screen:

Note that the number to the left of the control displays the size of the screen in
percentage. You can click on either of the buttons to the right of the number to decrease or increase the
MBP screen display.

INSERT Menu
This menu is used to insert certain types of data into a field. The menu may be ghosted unless a field is
active, i.e. the field has been clicked into. Sub-menu choices are: Picture…, QuickTime…, Sound…,
and File… . These four choices can only be used with a container field. Selecting them will cause a
browse window to open that you can use to search for the file on your computer.
Insert/Picture
This refers to a graphic file such as .jpg, .gif, etc.
Insert/QuickTime
Use this choice for inserting a video file in a compatible QuickTime format.
Insert/Sound
This choice will insert a link to the selected sound file. Double-click on the name of the file to play the
sound.
Insert/File
This choice will insert a link to the selected file. The selected file could be any file on your computer. If
you move the original file, then the link will be broken.
Insert/Current Date
Use this menu selection (or the associated keyboard shortcut listed next to it) to quickly insert the
current date into a field.
Insert/Current Time
Use this menu selection (or the associated keyboard shortcut listed next to it) to quickly insert the
current time. Use this as a way to time stamp notes. Note that this feature is automatically used on all
notes entered with the ‘Contact’ button on the Customers Screen.
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Insert/Current User Name
Use this menu selection (or the associated keyboard shortcut listed next to it) to quickly insert the
computer users name. Usually this will be automatically taken from your computer operating system
login. But you may change the name that is entered from the MagicBase Pro/Preferences/General tab
menu item.
Insert/From Index
Use this to insert some text that had been previously entered into this field on another record. Choosing
this displays a listing of every other field entry used for this field, listed alphabetically. Click an item to
insert it into the field.
This Auto-Complete feature is automatically used on the following fields when you start to type:
‘Company Name’, ‘First Name’, ‘Last Name’, ‘Address 1’, ‘Address 2’, ‘City’, and ‘State’.
A drop-down list will appear below the field anticipating your possible typing choices. You can scroll
down to any word, using the arrow keys, to select an item or phrase and have it inserted into the field.
This timesaving feature will also help you with consistent spelling.
FORMAT Menu
This menu serves the same purpose as does a similar menu in Microsoft Word™ or other word
processing programs. Use it to control the text styles. The sub-menu choices are: Font, Size, Style,
Align Text, Line Spacing, Text Color, and Text… .
This menu will be most useful when you’re designing your customizable contracts and letters, although
it can also be used to control the display of your on-screen data.
A note about formatting fields: You can change the style of any text typed into fields. But if you paste in
text from other applications, or from web pages, the font will retain the style that it had. In other words,
if you paste in a red word from a web page, then it will usually still be red in MagicBase® Pro.
RECORDS Menu
Records/Revert
This is a form of “un-do”. Usually, hitting command-z (control-z for Windows) will undo only the last
action or data entry item that you changed. But this command will allow you to revert a record (such as
a Customer record) to how it was before you started editing it, as long as you haven’t changed screens.
As soon as you switch to a different view or screen, then all of the changes will be locked in, and you’ll
have to manually change them back.
Records/Delete All Customers
Use this menu item to erase all customer records or to erase all customers from the current action set.
Erasing a customer record will also erase all Events, Shows, and Show Plans associated with the
customer. You will be warned before this permanent action is executed.
Records/Delete All Performance Routines
Use this menu item to erase all Performance Routines. This may also delete references to those routines
in any show plans that have them listed.
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Records/Delete All Collectors Routines
Use this menu item to erase all Collectors Routines. This may also delete references to those routines in
any show plans that have them listed.
Records/Delete All Marketing Campaigns
Use this menu item to erase all Marketing Campaigns. This action is permanent.
WINDOW Menu
This menu will allow you to control the positions of multiple windows. If you ever need to copy and
paste data from one record to another, these menu selections will be helpful.
Window/New Window
Open a second MBP screen.
Window/Show Window…
If one of the MBP windows is minimized or hidden, select the window from this menu to display it.
Window/Hide Window
The selected window will be hidden, but still available to be activated again. The only way to
completely close it down is to quit MagicBase® Pro.
Window/Minimize Window
This will minimize the currently selected window.
Window/Tile Horizontally
Window/Tile Vertically
Window/Cascade Windows
These items will arrange the windows in different ways in order to view multiple windows
simultaneously, or to drag and drop data between them.
HELP Menu
Help/About MagicBase Pro
Selecting this item has the same result as clicking on the MBP logo: displaying the MBP license
window.
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How Do I…?
ADD:
• My income for a selected time range?
On the All Events Screen, there is an ‘Add’ button on the ‘Event Fees’ sort tab. You can’t see it until
you click on the ‘Event Fees’ tab. Click it to add up whatever is currently displayed on the screen.
BACKUP:
• My MBP file?
Using your computer operating system, just DUPLICATE the entire MBP folder. Then save the copy to
a safe location.
• My Customer files only?
Customer files are integrated into the entire MBP program. The first method listed here is the best. But
you could also EXPORT all of your customer records, using the Export button on the Connections tab of
the Preferences screen. Files (in .csv format) will be placed in the exports folder in the root folder of
MBP. Then just copy the folder to a secure location.
DELETE:
• All Customers?
Use the Record menu. You can delete All Customers, All Routines, or All Marketing Plans.
• Many customers at once?
On Customers List view you can quickly tag customers by clicking in the Tag1 checkbox for each
customer that you want to delete. The click on the ‘Delete’ button to the left of the list.
• Records quickly without a warning?
Hold down the Shift key and click on the delete button while you’re in List View.
EXPORT:
• My Addresses for a mailing service?
Go to the Connections tab on the Prefs Screen. Click on ‘Export Addresses’.
• All my customers for Excel?
On Preferences Screen, Connections tab, click on ‘General Export’ button
IMPORT:
• Customer records from a different database?
Go to the Connections tab on the Prefs Screen. Click on ‘Import’ button under the General Connections
heading.
PRINT:
• A Show Plan?
On the Shows screen, there is a button near the bottom called ‘Print Show’. Click it. When the Print
Dialogue box appears, select ‘Records being browsed’ from the ‘Filemaker’ option on the Print
Dialogue box. If ‘Current Record’ is selected, then only one routine will print.
REGISTER:
• My copy of MagicBase® Pro?
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Use the menu command ‘Register MBP’. “Registering” is the second step to unlocking MagicBase®
Pro. (Buying it is the first step!) The registration process allows you to request an Authorization Code,
which is based on your Legal Name. The Authorization Code will unlock the program completely.
SET REMINDERS:
• Method 1
Until automatic reminders are added to MBP, you can use the Tag 1 and Tag 2 fields. They are found
on the Label tab on the Customers Screen, form view. Click in the Tag field to add an ‘X’, for any
records that you want to be reminded of. Then just do a search using the Find button, for any records
that have that field set.
• Method 2
Use the Booking Status field to set the ‘Pending’ selector. You can even have ‘Pending’ set along with
another selector like ‘Booked’. (Just hold down the Shift key to make multiple selections.) Then just do
a search on the Events Screen for all records that have ‘Pending’ AND ‘Booked’ set.
SEND BULK EMAILS:
Bulk emails must be sent from the Marketing tab. First you must create a Current Action Set using the
Targeted Marketing Screen (which can be accessed from the Marketing tab.) Then, when they are saved
as part of a marketing plan, you may send bulk emails. Read more about this in the Marketing section of
this Users Guide, starting on page 73. See the online videos for more instructions.
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What’s New in Version 3.0.8
Standard Shows – Save Show Plans with custom names to re-use for any customer. p. 39
Copy to Action Set – This is a new menu command, found under the ‘Edit’ menu. Copy the contents of
a single field to every record of the current action set. p. 103
Font Locking – Found on the Preferences/Other tab. Force MBP to use just one font style, even when
pasting in data from websites or other sources that may use a different font. Use this feature when
creating new records. p. 94
Match All Fonts – This is a new menu command, found under the ‘Edit’ menu. Uses the Font Locking
selection to change the font style in the entire Current Action Set to match the User Selected Font. Use
this feature to change the fonts of existing records. p.102
‘Date Created’ field on Customers Screen in FIND mode – You may now use FIND mode to search
the ‘Date Created’ field on the Customers Screen. This is useful for searching for records that have been
created during a particular date range.
Constraining Search Results – It is now possible to constrain the results of a search even further by
just searching within the current search results (action set) p. 97
Customer List View improvements – Switching to Customer List view will now keep the currently
selected customer in view on the list. The current customer will be listed at the bottom of the view.
Print to email: Standard Contract & Referral Form – Choose to send the Standard contract, or
Referral form to email. p. 59 & 69
Invoice with Coupon – Print an itemized invoice of all fees, discounts and taxes. Can include an
optional coupon too. p. 71
Tips Window at Startup – Found on the Preferences/Other tab. This option will display a MBP tip
every time that the program starts. p. 94
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GLOSSARY:
All Events Screen – This is the Events Screen in List View because it can allow you to see all of the
Events in MBP.
Auto-Complete – When typing into certain fields, MBP will anticipate your possible entries based on
previously entered data into the same field (on other records), and offer some choices in a pop-out menu.
Calculated Field – A calculated field is the result of a formula. It could be a financial calculation, but
wouldn’t necessarily have to be. The result of the calculation is automatically entered into the field. A
calculated field usually can’t be changed.
CAS – Current Action Set.
Container Field – A special field that accepts a QuickTime file such as an image, video or sound file;
or a link to any file. Click on the insert button to open a browse window to find the file. To remove it,
just click into the field and hit the ‘Delete’ key.
Current Action Set – A subset of customer records. A CAS is usually created by some type of Find or
Search. Note the words ‘Action Set’ in red just below the browse arrows whenever you’re working with
a sub-set of records. Click on the words ‘Action Set’ to return to the full set of records.
[Also see Currently Selected Set]
Currently Selected Customer – Whether or not you’re viewing an Action Set, the Currently Selected
Customer is the one that is currently displayed in Form View on the Customers tab.
Currently Selected Set – Also known as a ‘Current Action Set’. This is a subset of all of the customers
listed in MagicBase® Pro. Generally it is the set of records that are the result of the last search. If you
are viewing a subset of your customer records, then MagicBase® Pro will display a notice in the lower
status display such as “Current Action Set: 1/3/57”. This means that out of a total of 57 customer
records, only 3 matched the last search and you are viewing the first of those 3 records.
[Also see Current Action Set]
Deselect – if the cursor is in a field, then that field is selected. To deselect the field, click the mouse
pointer anywhere else on screen. Usually, to operate the Find mode, you’ll need to click on a blank area
of the screen to deselect all fields.
Pop-out menu – This is a field that displays a number of choices that can be selected just by clicking on
the field and dragging the pointer down to an item. Some pop-out menus are user-definable and some
are not.
Expanding field – If more data is typed in than the field can currently display, it will expand in size to
accommodate it all. Clicking out of the field will shrink it back to its original size. Click in the field to
Floating Window – This is a (usually) smaller window placed on top of the current window. It can be
positioned anywhere on the screen. It often has a resizing gadget too.
Form View – This will display the details for one record. Every screen tab has a Form View. The one
record displayed will depend on what the currently selected record is and what screen you’re viewing whether it is a single Customer, Event, Show, or Routine. The Form View for the Marketing tab will
display marketing history for the currently selected customer. And the Form View for the Reports tab
will display stats for the currently selected customer.
Global Reminders – These Event Actions are rules that will be applied to all customers. They are
programmed on the Prefs screen, Event Actions tab.
List View – This will display all the records for the currently selected set with each record on one line.
If the list is larger than the screen can display, there will be scroll arrows available. The records that are
displayed will depend on the current action set and on what screen is selected whether it’s Customers,
Events, Shows, Routines, Reports or Marketing.
Radio Selection Buttons – These are a type of button control that forces you to select just one choice.
Usually only one button can be selected. To override this, hold down the Shift key as you click on
another button.
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Records - “Records” are the individual listings of each customer, event, show, routine, report and
marketing plan. There is one record for each customer, event, show, routine, report, and marketing plan.
Tab-Delimited Format – This is a special format to be selected when exporting data from another
database program such as Excel. When you export, select ‘Tab-Delimited’, in order to import into
MagicBase®.
User-definable – This is a field that the user can edit. The user may add, change or delete any items in
the field.
Vertical-Scrolling field – This type of field will expand allow you to enter as much information as you
want. The field scrolls upward as you enter more data. You can scroll vertically through the field using
the arrows on the right side of the field.
View – This is a different way of showing data on a screen. List View shows a list of all currently
selected records. Form View shows detailed data for one currently selected record. There are at least two
different Views for each screen. Click on the Tab Label to change the view.
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MagicBase® Pro Software Licensing Agreement
Read this agreement (the "Agreement") carefully before using MagicBase® Pro software (the
"Software"). INSTALLING THE SOFTWARE INDICATES YOUR UNCONDITIONAL
ACCEPTANCE OF THE TERMS AND CONDITIONS SET FORTH BELOW.
License - HIGHPOWER RESOURCES ("HPR") and Bob Miller MAGIC! ("BMM") (owned by
Bob Miller, Inc.) hereby grant to you a non-transferable, non-exclusive , license to use, not
own, and display the Software on a single computer. You may physically transfer the Software
from one computer owned or leased by you to another, provided that the Software is installed
on only a single computer at a time. Also, the Filemaker Pro Runtime and Filemaker Developer
Extras (or as renamed) are licensed, not sold, to the end user and that title to all copies of the
Filemaker Pro Runtime and Filemaker Developer Extras remain with FileMaker, Inc and its
licensors.
Copies and Modifications - The Software, which, is provided by HPR and BMM in machine
readable form, may be copied by the customer for backup purposes, provided, however, that
no more than two (2) copies of the Software will be in existence under any one license at any
one time without the prior written consent from HPR & BMM. You agree to reproduce and
include all proprietary rights notices on any copies of the Software.
Term - The Agreement is effective from the date of receipt by you of the above referenced
Software and shall remain in effect until terminated. You may terminate this Agreement at any
time by destroying the Software and associated documents together with any copies. This
agreement shall also automatically terminate if you breech any of the terms or conditions of
this Agreement.
Protection and Security - You agree to take all reasonable steps to protect the Software and
documentation from unauthorized copy or use. You agree to not disassemble, decompile, or
otherwise reverse engineer the Software to any human perceivable form except as permitted
under applicable law. YOU MAY NOT MODIFY, ADAPT, TRANSLATE, RENT, LEASE, LOAN,
RESELL FOR PROFIT, OR CREATE DERIVATIVE WORKS BASED UPON THE SOFTWARE
OR ANY PART THEREOF EXCEPT AS SET FORTH IN THIS LICENSE.
Limited Warrantees - HPR & BMM warrant to you, as the original licensee only, (i) that the
media upon which the Software is stored shall be free from defects of material and
workmanship under normal use for a period of ninety (90) days from the date of original
purchase, and (ii) the Software, as provided by HPR & BMM, will substantially conform to
HPR's & BMM's published specifications . This limited warranty may be implemented by
returning any defective Software to HPR or BMM for repair or replacement within the warranty
period. All defective Software must be returned postage prepaid to BMM with dated proof of
original purchase.
Disclaimer of Warranties - THE WARRANTIES SET FORTH ABOVE ARE IN LIEU OF ALL
OTHER WARRANTIES AND REPRESENTATIONS EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING
THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.
HPR AND BMM DO NOT WARRANT THAT THE SOFTWARE OR DOCUMENTATION ARE
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WITHOUT DEFECT OR ERROR, OR THAT THE OPERATION OF THE SOFTWARE WILL
BE UNINTERRUPTED. No dealer, agent or other third party is authorized to make
modifications, extensions, or additions to the warranties in this Agreement. FURTHERMORE,
THERE IS NO WARRANTY AGAINST INTERFERENCE WITH YOUR ENJOYMENT OF THE
SOFTWARE OR AGAINST INFRINGEMENT OF THIRD PARTY PROPRIETARY RIGHTS BY
THE SOFTWARE. THE TERMS OF THIS DISCLAIMER AND THE LIMITED WARRANTY
UNDER THIS SECTION DO NOT AFFECT OR PREJUDICE THE STATUTORY RIGHTS OF
A CONSUMER ACQUIRING THE SOFTWARE OTHERWISE THAN IN THE COURSE OF A
BUSINESS, NEITHER DO THEY LIMIT OR EXCLUDE ANY LIABILITY FOR DEATH OR
PERSONAL INJURY CAUSED BY Bob Miller, Inc.'s NEGLIGENCE.
Limitation of Liability - In no event will HPR or BMM, or its parent or subsidiaries or any of the
licensors, directors, officers, employees or affiliates of any of the foregoing be liable to you or
any third party for any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or consequential damages of any
kind, (including, without limitation, damages for loss of business profits, business interruption,
loss of business information, and the like) arising out of the use of the Software or its
documentation or any defect in Software or its documentation, even if HPR & BMM have been
advised of the possibility of such damages.
Transfer - The Software is licensed solely to you. This Agreement and any of the licenses,
programs or materials to which it applies may not be assigned, sub-licensed, or otherwise
transferred by you without the prior written consent of HPR or BMM. Except as expressly
authorized in this Agreement, you agree to not rent, lease, sub-license, distribute, transfer,
copy, reproduce, display, or modify the Software and documentation. And, upon proof of such
illegal transfer, you will be liable for the full purchase price for each piece of software illegally
distributed.
Severability - If any provision of this Agreement is invalid or unenforceable, that provision shall
be construed, limited or modified, or, if necessary, severed from this Agreement to the extent
necessary, to eliminate its invalidity or unenforceability, and the other provisions of this
Agreement shall remain unaffected.
Export Law Assurance - You may not use or otherwise export or re-export the Software except
as authorized by United States law and the laws of the jurisdiction in which the Software was
obtained. In particular, but without limitation, the Software may not be exported or re-exported
(i) into (or to a national or resident of) any U.S. embargoed country or (ii) to anyone on the U.S.
Treasury Department's list of Specially Designated Nations or the U.S. Department of
Commerce's Table of Denial Orders. By using the Software you represent and warrant that you
are not located in, under control of, or a national or resident of any such country or on any
such list.
Governing Law - This Agreement shall be governed by, and interpreted in accordance with, the
laws of the State of Minnesota and of the United States of America.
Entire Agreement - This agreement sets forth the entire understanding and agreement
between you and HPR and BMM, and may be amended only in writing signed by both parties.
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